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Abstract
The resistance measurement in the resistance spot welding (RSW), is an ongoing research
topic. The high current flow during the welding process induces an electromagnetic field in the
wires which are attached to the electrodes to measure tip voltage. This results an additional
voltage drop which is proportional to the derivative of current. Also the presence of silicon
controlled rectifier (SCR) in the welding power supply generates harmonics in both supply
voltage and current. These issues together complicate the methods for resistance estimation.
A set of simultaneous linear equations is derived for the on-line measurement of dynamic re-
sistance and induced voltage constant by using the dynamic circuit analysis of weld setup.
This can be solved to determine the weld resistance using instantaneous phasors measurements
for the 1st, 3rd and 5th harmonics of current and measured voltage signals. The instantaneous
phasor measurements for these desired harmonics are obtained by employing the following
proposed method.
In this thesis, a new method for the measurement of instantaneous phasor is proposed for the
narrow band signals. The proposed algorithm is based on the internal model principle (IMP)
defined for the cancellation of a sinusoidal disturbance signal. The IMP has two states, exhibit-
ing the properties of being sinusoidal and orthogonal. The instantaneous values of IMP states
are defined as real and imaginary components of a complex signal at each time instant. The
instantaneous measurements of envelope and phase of a sinusoidal signal are determined from
instantaneous values of complex signal by using arithmetic properties of complex numbers. In
case of signal comprising of sum of sinusoids of diﬀerent frequencies, the approach for obtain-
ing instantaneous phasor for each sinusoidal component is presented by connecting multiple
internal models in the parallel and open-loop configuration.
The instantaneous phasor measurement of fundamental frequency signal is not only advanta-
geous in detecting faults like short circuiting, harmonic distortion and frequency variations but
it can also be applied to protect power system from these faults. In this work, the applicabil-
ity of the proposed instantaneous phasor measurement algorithm is analyzed for scenarios of
iii
power disturbances due to the the harmonic distortion and decaying DC oﬀset. The results are
discussed and compared with few existing methods.
Keywords: Instantaneous phasor, Internal model principle, Narrow band signals, Resis-
tance spot welding, Harmonic distortion, Decaying DC oﬀset
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Formulation
Many of the signals we encounter in engineering fields are sinusoids or nearly sinusoids,
at least over some time interval, such as voltage and current signals in electric power systems,
disturbance and vibration signals in control systems and amplitude or frequency modulated
signals in communication systems. A sinusoidal signal x(t), is represented in standard form as
x(t) = Acos(ωt + φ) (1.1)
where quantities A, ω and φ are peak amplitude, angular frequency and initial or relative phase
of the sinusoid respectively.
A complex representation related to the sinusoidal signal defined in equation 1.1 is given by
x¯ = Aej(ωt+φ) (1.2)
Using Euler identity, we can rewrite equation 1.2 as
x¯(t) = Acos(ωt + φ) + jAsin(ωt + φ) (1.3)
1
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which means the sinusoid x(t), in equation 1.1 can be represented as the real part of complex
signal x¯. By expanding equation 1.2 using exponent law, we have
x¯ = Aej(ωt+φ) = Aejφe jωt
= Xejωt
The complex quantity
X = Aejφ (1.4)
is defined as Phasor representation for the sinusoid in equation 1.1 and represented by A∠φ.
Therefore, in order to generate a phasor, we need peak amplitude and initial phase of sinusoidal
signal. This representation is very useful to reduce numerical complexity and to provide better
way of analyzing data in the engineering problems involving sinusoidal signals.
In various scenarios, such as dynamic loads in power systems, the amplitude and relative phase
of sinusoidal signals are not constant but vary with time. Lets suppose, we have instantaneous
measurement of a complex sinusoidal signal x¯(t), which is defined as
x¯(t) = x1(t) + jx2(t) (1.5)
where the the quantities x1(t) and x2(t) are the instantaneous measurements of real and imagi-
nary components of x¯(t).
At each time instant, we have a complex value from equation 1.5 and by using the properties
of complex numbers we can compute the magnitude and phase angle of that complex signal’s
measurement as
X(t) =
√
x21(t) + x22(t) (1.6)
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and
φ(t) = arctan
[
x2(t)
x1(t)
]
− ωt (1.7)
The quantities described in equations 1.6 and 1.7 are Instantaneous Magnitude or Envelope
and Instantaneous Phase respectively. The values of instantaneous magnitude and phase angle
at each time instant can be incorporated in phasor notation to generate Instantaneous Phasor.
The development of an algorithm to estimate instantaneous phasor is defined as the research
problem for this thesis with an extension of applying instantaneous phasor’s concept to measure
dynamic resistance in the resistance spot welding (RSW) process and fault detection in the
electric power systems.
1.2 Motivation
Narrow Band Signals Narrow band signals have quite diﬀerent meanings in communication
systems and spectral signal processing. In communication systems, a signal having the same
number (or at most diﬀering by one) of extrema and zero-crossings is defined as a narrow
band signal. The Hilbert Huang Transform (HHT) is one of the application which employs this
definition of narrow band signal.
Whereas in spectral case, a narrow band signal is expressed as A(t)cos(ωt + φ(t)), where A(t)
is a band-limited signal whose maximal frequency is much smaller than ω, and φ(t) is a slow
varying phase function. In our thesis, a narrow band signal is meant to be narrow band in the
spectral sense.
The signal x(t) is periodic with period T if it repeats values after regular interval T , such as
x(t) = x(t + T ). Examples include sine waves, square waves, sawtooth waves etc. The quasi-
periodic signal y(t), can be defined in two possible ways: First it can be a linear combination
of independent periodic functions as
y(t) = cos(2π f1t) + cos(2π f2t) (1.8)
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Second, it can depend nonlinearly on the periodic functions as
y(t) = cos(2π f1t)cos(2π f2t) (1.9)
If the ratio f1f2 is a rational number, then
f1
f2 =
n1
n2
(1.10)
where n1 and n2 are the integers. Since
n1
f1 =
n2
f2
the quasi-periodic signal y(t) is periodic with period
T = n1T1 = n2T2
where T1 and T2 are time periods of individual sinusoids in equations 1.8 and 1.9. The spectral
peaks of quasi-periodic signal are harmonics of fundamental frequency f , which is given by
f = 1
T
=
f1
n1
=
f2
n2
When the ratio f1f2 is a irrational number, then the quasi-periodic signal never repeats itself, i.e
T = ∞.
In a work by Guo and Bodson [1], it is shown that the sum of two sinusoids can be represented
as a single sinusoid with time-varying magnitude and phase. The reverse property also holds
which states that a sinusoid that is amplitude-modulated by a sinusoid of lower frequency has
a spectrum reflecting the presence of two sinusoids with close frequencies. Hence, the forms
of quasi-periodic signals in equation 1.8 and equation 1.9 are interchangeable.
The periodic and quasi-periodic signals are modeled as a sinusoidal signal or sum of sinusoids.
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The amplitudes of sinusoids in these models are constant. This idea of modeling a quasi-
periodic signal is endorsed by the Fourier transform representation.
A continuous-time Fourier series representation of a periodic signal is given by
s(t) =
∑
k
akcos(kωt + φ), k = 0, 1, 2, ... (1.11)
where a is the amplitude, ω is the frequency and φ is the initial phase of the signal.
Internal Model Principle The Internal Model Principle (IMP) control is an important ap-
proach to solve classical problems in the area of control systems such as disturbance cancella-
tion and reference tracking [2]. This can be extended to signal processing domain by replacing
the plant by a tuning function, as in phase-locked loops. In signal processing, the objective of
IMP is to identify a signal of certain frequency from the input signal. This is done by replicat-
ing the model of the exogenous input signal [3].
An adaptive IMP algorithm to identify signals of unknown frequencies was proposed by Brown
and Zhang in [3]. Since then it has been utilized for several applications, such as musical pitch
tracking [4],power systems [5] and noise or disturbance cancellation [6].The results from these
applications have proved that the algorithm is a powerful tool for instantaneous frequency es-
timation, signal identification and noise cancellation when the input is a narrow band signal.
To identify or cancel sinusoidal disturbance, the poles of internal model (IM) are placed with
imaginary part at the frequency of disturbance signal.
Instantaneous Phasor Measurement The instantaneous phasor estimation is a critical re-
search problem in the area of electric power systems. The measurements of instantaneous
phasor of the fundamental frequency component, are not only beneficial in detecting faults like
short circuiting, harmonic distortions, phase steps and frequency variations but it can also be
utilized to protect power systems from these faults [7, 8].
The analytic signal was defined by the Huang et al in [9] as a complex signal with an original
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signal as the real part and the Hilbert transform of the signal as an imaginary part. The Hilbert
transform of a narrow band signal is a quadrature phase narrow band signal. Therefore, in our
work, the complex signal constituted from the two states of an IM, is designated as an analytic
signal.
The instantaneous measurements of an analytic signal, constructed from the states of an inter-
nal model, can be used to generate instantaneous phasors by calculating instantaneous values
of envelope and phase angle of sinusoid from equations 1.6 and 1.7.
Resistance Spot Welding (RSW) The RSW is the most common form of the welding tech-
nique used in aerospace and automobile industries for mass production due to its simplicity,
low cost, high speed and automated adaptability. The weld quality during the RSW process
can be optimized if we can determine certain process parameters on-line such as the dynamic
resistance. If tip voltage and the current measurements are available, one may calculate resis-
tance by Ohm’s law.
Unfortunately, this is not so straight forward. Traditionally, the most common power supply is
the single phase AC power supply with silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) and power control is
achieved via adjusting the duty ratio of supply current. For our thesis, we are only interested
in these single phase AC power supplies.
The high current flow during the welding process, induces an electromagnetic field in the wires
which are attached to the electrodes to measure tip voltage. This results in an additional volt-
age drop in measured tip voltage which is proportional to the derivative of current. In practice,
this term is larger than the actual voltage drop across the electrodes. Also the presence of SCR
in the welding circuit generates harmonics in both supply current and voltage. These issues
together complicate the methods for resistance measurement.
The motivation of our research work is two fold. One is to develop an algorithm to measure
the instantaneous phasor for narrow band signals using IMP control approach, and second is to
use these instantaneous phasor measurements to formulate the methods for dynamic resistance
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estimation in the RSW process and fault detection in the electric power system.
1.3 Literature Review
This research has foundation based on the literature covering the areas such as signal de-
composition, phasor estimation methods and RSW process particularly about resistance esti-
mation. Prior to describing the contributions to this thesis, the relevant literature will be review
in this section.
1.3.1 Signal Decomposition
Decomposing a complex signal into two or more simpler signals is a common practice in
signal processing. In these case, the linearity principle can be exploited to ease the processing
of such signals. Some common techniques for signal analysis and synthesis are discussed in
[10, 11].
1.3.1.1 Fourier Analysis
The fourier series representation is a classical tool to decompose or reconstruct the signal
[12]. The basic theme of this decomposition is that any periodic signal can be represented by
the sum of weighted sinusoids whose frequencies are the integer multiple of the fundamental
frequency. The periodic signal s(t) of frequency ω has fourier series representation
s(t) =
∞∑
k=0
akcos(kωt) + bk sin(kωt) (1.12)
The sinusoids in the decomposition are also called as Fourier Basis.
The Fourier transform (FT) is a similar tool to analyze more general class of signals. Mathe-
matically, the fourier transform of a signal x(t) is
X( jω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t)e− jωtdt (1.13)
Most of the signals we encounter in real world are non-stationary, implying that the charac-
teristics of signals varies with time [10], hence fourier transform is not an appropriate tool to
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analyze such signals due to the issues with frequency resolution and the spectral leakage [13].
These limitations restrict the application of fourier analysis to linear systems and strictly quasi-
periodic or stationary data.
Gabor first proposed windowing based short-time fourier transform (STFT) [14], which is well
suited for local stationary but global non-stationary signals [10]. In STFT, the signal is divided
into small blocks by multiplying with a window of fixed length. The fourier transform is then
applied to each block to get STFT.
The continuous time STFT of signal x(t), can be computed as
X(τ, ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t)g(t − τ)e− jωtdt (1.14)
where g(t) is windowing function sliding along time axis with time shift parameter τ.
Some commonly used window functions, defined in the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T , are Barlett :
gBarlett(t) = 1 − 2|t−
T
2 |
T , Hamming : gHamming(t) = 0.54 − 0.46cos(2π tT ), Hann : gHann(t) =
0.5(1 − 6cos(2π tT )) and Blackmann : 0.42 − 0.5cos(2π tT ) + 0.08cos(4π tT ). The value of each
window function outside the interval is zero. The shapes of these window functions are shown
in figure 1.1.
The performance of STFT algorithm depends on the window’s length. The longer the window
size, higher the frequency resolution but coarser the time resolution and vice versa. It is more
appropriate to use small window for short duration signals, whereas a large window with finer
frequency resolution is well suited for narrow band signals.
The major drawback of STFT is the mismatch between the signal and the window, which
results in poor time-frequency resolution (TFR).
An adaptive short-time Fourier transform (ASTFT) was proposed by Kwok and Jones in [15]
to overcome the limitation of STFT by using diﬀerent windows at diﬀerent time instances.
In this technique, the window employed at each time instance should be conformed with the
characteristics of the signal at that time instance, thereby improving the TFR. The adaptation
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Figure 1.1: Shapes of commonly used window functions in STFT
of analysis window with time, is based on the Maximum Correlation Criterion which states
that the optimal window is one that maximizes the projection of signal onto the window.
1.3.1.2 Wavelet Transform
The wavelet transform (WT) is a well practice tool in signal processing to decompose a
signal into linear combination of wavelets [16, 17, 18]. The WT maps one dimensional signal
to a two dimensional coeﬃcients which can provide time-frequency analysis.
The wavelet transform of a one dimensional signal, x(t), is
X(a, b) = 1√
b
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t)ψ∗( t − ab )dt (1.15)
where a (> 0) is scale parameter, b is position parameter and ψ(t) is defined as the mother
wavelet function, which has values in certain time interval and zero elsewhere. The mother
wavelet is zero mean and normalized that is
∫ ∞
−∞ ψ(t)dt = 0 and ||ψ(t)||2 =
∫ ∞
−∞ ψ(t)ψ∗(t)dt = 1.
The core objective of mother wavelet is to provide a source function which is used to generate
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daughter wavelets. The daughter wavelets are simply the scaled and time-shifted version of
mother wavelets. The commonly used wavelet functions are Haar, Daubechies, Morlet and
Meyer are shown in figure 1.2
Unlike the FT, WT has the ability to construct time-frequency representation (TFR) of the
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Figure 1.2: Shapes of commonly used wavelet functions
signal which provides good time and frequency localization. Thus WT is a reliable tool to
analyze signals with both time and frequency variations. The STFT suﬀers from poor time-
frequency resolution because of fixed window size. The WT reduces the limitation of time-
frequency resolution by using variable window size when applying the transform for each
spectral content [19].
To choose or design appropriate wavelet for a given application, is a challenging task. Millat
and Zheng in [20] developed a wavelet design technique to find non-orthonormal wavelet bases
from a library of existing wavelets, based on minimizing the error cost function. This technique
is constrained by library of wavelet functions and don’t fullfil the need for optimal correlation
in both scale and translation.
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Aldroubi and Unser in [21] proposed a method to match a wavelet basis to a desired signal by
either projecting the desired signal onto an existing wavelet basis, or transforming the wavelet
basis under certain conditions in such a way that the error norm between the desired signal and
the new transformed wavelet basis is minimized.
1.3.1.3 Hilbert-Haung Transform
In 1998, Huang et al proposed a novel technique, Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT), for the
analysis of non-linear and non-stationary data [9]. The novel idea of HHT is the empirical
mode decomposition (EMD) method. By using this method any complicated data set can be
decomposed into a finite and small number of mono component functions, defined in literature
as intrinsic mode functions (IMF).
In [9], an IMF is defined as the function having the same numbers of extrema and zero crossings
or at most diﬀering by one, and also having symmetric envelopes defined by the local maxima
and minima at any point.
By using EMD method any signal x(t) can be decomposed as
x(t) =
n∑
k=1
hk + rn (1.16)
where hk is an IMF. Thus a decomposition of the signal can be achieved into n-empirical
modes,and a residue rn, which is the mean trend of s(t). This decomposition is based on the
local characteristic time scale of the data, therefore it is applicable to non-stationary data such
as sea wave data, earthquake signals and bridge state-monitoring signal.
The Hilbert transform of a signal X(t) is defined as
Y(t) = P
π
∫ ∞
−∞
X(τ)
t − τdτ (1.17)
where P is the Cauchy principal value.
The signals X(t) and Y(t) form complex conjugate pair, so we can have an analytic signal Z(t)
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as
Z(t) = X(t) + jY(t) (1.18)
= A(t)e jφ (1.19)
where A(t) =
√
X2(t) + Y2(t) and φ(t) = arctan( Y(t)X(t) ).
The instantaneous frequency ω(t), is then defined as
ω(t) = ddtφ(t) (1.20)
The Hilbert transform (HT) is then applied to these IMF to yield instantaneous frequencies as
a function of time that gives a clear picture about the time and frequency variations. The idea
of introducing instantaneous frequencies for complicated data eliminates the requirement for
spurious harmonics to non-stationary data.
The EMD algorithm is based on the sifting process which discards the riding waves and makes
wave profile more symmetric with respect to zero [22]. In this process, the envelopes are
defined by the local maxima and minima separately. All local maxima and minima of data, are
connected by using cubic spline function to construct upper and lower envelopes respectively.
The mean value m1(t) of upper and lower envelopes of original signal X(t) is subtracted from
the original signal to get first component s1(t), that is
s1(t) = X(t) − m1(t)
In second sifting process, s1(t) is now treated as data set and new component s11(t) is computed
as
s11(t) = s1(t) − m11(t)
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where m11(t) is the mean value of upper and lower envelopes of s1(t). This process is repeated
k times until the component s1k(t) follows the definition of IMF, that is
s1k = s1(k−1) − m1k(t)
The s1k(t) is designated as the first IMF, which is the highest frequency component in the data.
The first IMF is subtracted from original data and sifting process is repeated to get second IMF
and this process is carried on till a monotonic function is left, representing the trend in the data.
However, there is a potential conflict between the definition of IMF and EMD method to im-
plement it. The EMD method uses cubic spline function to compute upper and lower envelopes
of the signal during the sifting process.
A cubic spline C(t) is defined as
C(t) = a0 + a1t + a2t2 + a3t3 (1.21)
where a0, a1, a2 and a3 are the spline coeﬃcients. If the signal lies in interval [a,b], then
according to the natural boundary conditions for the cubic spline, the second derivative of
spline function in equation 1.21 has to be zero at both end points a and b,
C′′(a) = C′′(b) = 0 (1.22)
Therefore, there is a diﬀerence between the boundary conditions for fitted cubic spline and
actual second derivative of data. As a consequence, the divergence will occur at both ends
of data series and gradually, this eﬀect will appear in all IMF produced because of the sifting
process. This phenomenon is described as end eﬀect. After applying Hilbert transform, the end
eﬀects can be viewed in the instantaneous frequency of an IMF component, which is illustrated
in figure 1.3.
Because EMD method is a sifting process, many siftings are required to decompose one IMF
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of end eﬀects in instantaneous frequency
component. By the definition of IMF component in EMD method, it is required that the mean
value of the upper and lower envelopes is zero. In general, it is not possible to satisfy this
definition until and unless more times siftings are applied to get the average close to zero.
The increase of sifting iterations improves conformation to the definition of IMF at the expense
of reducing the IMF component to be a constant amplitude and frequency function as shown
in figure 1.4. This might even approach Fourier expansion which would obliterate the intrinsic
amplitude variations and loose the physical significance of the data.
To preserve the intrinsic characteristics of the signal, sifting process must be restricted to few
iterations. A recent empirical study by Wu and Huang has shown that the sifting process
employed in EMD method is equivalent to a dyadic filter’s bank only when the sifting process
is restricted to some fixed iterations [23]. Thus, the results of EMD method are informative
and useful if proper stopping criterion is adopted.
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The Cauchy Type Criterion This criterion was proposed by Huang et al [9]. The diﬀerence
SD, is defined as
S D =
T∑
t=0
[hk−1(t) − hk(t)]2
h2k−1(t)
(1.23)
where hk(t) is proto-IMF. The sifting process will stop when the S D is smaller than a preset
value. As this criterion is integrated one over the whole data domain, it is a global property.
Furthermore, the small proto-IMF values at particular locations influence the S D value signif-
icantly. To get more stable criterion, Wang et al proposed a variation in [22] as
S D =
∑T
t=0[hk−1(t) − hk(t)]2∑T
t=0 h2k−1(t)
(1.24)
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Though this definition is more stable, it is still global. To make it more local, another variation
is [22]
S D = [hk−1(t) − hk(t)]
2
h2k−1(t)
(1.25)
The Cauchy type criterion and both of its variations cannot assure the results are indeed IMF
because this criterion has no checks for numbers of extrema and zero crossings or the symmetry
of the envelope. To redress this problem, two more new approaches were proposed [24, 25].
The Mean Value Criterion This one was proposed by Flandrin [24], in which S D is defined
by
S D = mi,k(t) (1.26)
where mi,k(t) is the mean value of upper and lower envelopes of ith component at the kth itera-
tion. The sifting process will terminate when S D is smaller than a preset value. This criterion is
better than Cauchy condition because it is linked to the definition of IMF by requiring the mean
of envelopes to be small. As this definition ensures the envelopes to be symmetric; therefore,
it fulfills one of the two characteristic of the IMF.
The S-number Criterion This one was proposed by Huang et al [25].To implement this
definition, the numbers of extrema and zero crossing have to be counted. The S-number is
defined as the number of consecutive sifting iterations in which the numbers of zero crossings
and extrema remain the same and are equal.
Both of these criterion satisfies only one aspect of the IMF definition. Huang et al in [26], how-
ever, figured out that more stringent conditions on the S-number did not necessarily produce
better results.
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The Fixed Sifting Time Criterion In a recent study, Wu and Huang has concluded that in
order to retain the dyadic property the sifting process should be kept to 10 iterations [23].
It is seen that none of the stoppage criteria can provide a complete satisfactory results. The
determination of an optimal stoppage criterion to yield meaningful IMFs through EMD method
is still a challenging objective.
Cheng et al in [27] proposed that the IMFs obtained by the energy diﬀerence tracking method
not only meet the definition of IMF but also meet the integrity and orthogonality conditions. In
this approach it is shown that if the decomposed components are orthogonal to the signal then
the total energy Etot of these components is equal to the energy of original signal E x; while if
not, there would be diﬀerence between Etot and Ex. The magnitude of energy diﬀerence error
is the stopping criteria for sifting process.
1.3.1.4 Notch Filters
In some applications of signal processing and control, the objective is to identify and elim-
inate a narrow-band noise and sinusoidal signals from the observed time series, such as radar
signals, communication systems, biomedical engineering, active noise control and power sys-
tems.
The task of eliminating signals of known frequencies is accomplished by fixed notch filters.
Ideally, the notch filter is characterized by a unit gain at all frequencies and zero gain at the
notch.
The quality factor Q of notch filter, is defined as the ratio of center frequency and bandwidth
of the filter. Higher the value of Q, narrower the notch of the filter would be. The magnitude
response of notch filter for diﬀerent values of Q is plotted in figure 1.5.
However, the fixed notch filter is no longer applicable when the frequencies of sinusoidal sig-
nals are unknown or time varying. In these cases, there is a need to apply adaptive techniques
based on the characteristics of time series to update the notch filter.
From previous studies [28, 29], it is shown that when an adaptive notch filter centered at fre-
quency ω1 is excited by a sinusoid of frequency ω2 diﬀerent from the center frequency, the
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Figure 1.5: Magnitude response of notch filter for various values of Q factor
filter’s coeﬃcients oscillates at the sum and diﬀerence frequencies of the two sinusoids. A
modification to this ANF was presented by Douglas and Meng [30] for separating two sinu-
soidal signals. In this approach, a non-linear error update law based on stochastic gradient
algorithm is chosen to optimize a non-mean sqaure error criterion.
Romano and Bellanger in [31], proposed an adaptive notch filter based on a fast recursive least
squares (FLS) algorithm. In this algorithm, a transversal filter and a recursive filter are cas-
caded together. The transversal filter is equivalent to a prediction error filter where as recursive
filter works as a line-enhancer. The coeﬃcients of prediction error filter are computed using an
eﬃcient FLS algorithm [32], and are fed to recursive section to update coeﬃcients.
Regalia proposed a novel lattice-based adaptive IIR notch filter in [33]. The algorithm oﬀers a
simpler implementation than previously proposed methods because of update law which elimi-
nates the requirements for FIR postfilters and supplementary gradient filters. This technique is
designed to achieve a stable associated diﬀerential equation instead of minimizing the output
error’s cost function which results in a globally convergent unbiased frequency estimator in
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case of single sinusoid. In case of multiple sinusoids, the unbiased estimation of one of the
input frequencies is attained by by narrowing down the notch bandwidth.
1.3.2 Phasor Estimation
Phasors representations are commonly used in power systems to replace time varying sinu-
soidal quantities by scalar complex numbers. If a sinusoid is defined as s(t) = Acos(ωt + φ),
then it’s phasor is a vector of magnitude A with an angle φ and have representation as A∠φ. The
graphical representation of a phasor is shown in figure 1.6.
Lot of research has been carried out in the area of phasor estimation due to it’s significance in
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Figure 1.6: Phasor representation of a sinusoid of amplitude A = 1
modern electric power systems for fault detection and protection.
If discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is used to estimate the phasor of the fundamental frequency
signal [34], it has adverse eﬀects when there is exponentially decaying DC-oﬀset signal in the
fundamental component. The presence of DC-oﬀset in a signal causes fluctuations in the mag-
nitude of the phasor. To eliminate this issue, Kang et al presented a modified Fourier transform
based method [35] in which the DFT of the DC-oﬀset signal is calculated by using the diﬀer-
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ence between DFT of the even and odd sample sets of the signal. The phasor or equivalently
DFT of the fundamental frequency signal is determined by subtracting DFT of DC-oﬀset sig-
nal from the DFT of the original signal.
Nam et al in [8], proposed a technique based on a modified notch filter to estimate instanta-
neous phasor for high speed distance protection immune to a DC-oﬀset. The transfer function
of original notch filter is altered to speed up the step response of filter to meet the require-
ments for high speed distance protection. The fault current signal, containing the fundamental
component and the DC-oﬀset, is passed through the notch filter and a delayed DC-oﬀset sig-
nal is left as an output. After applying delay compensation, the original DC-oﬀset signal is
subtracted from the fault signal to get sinusoidal waveform, which is the real part of the instan-
taneous phasor. The imaginary part of the instantaneous phasor is computed by calculating the
first diﬀerence of the fault signal. Since a DC-oﬀset is also present in the first diﬀerence, it is
removed by applying the delaying compensation.
An algorithm to approximate dynamic phasor by second-order Taylor series was introduced by
Serna in [36]. The dynamic phasor estimates are obtained by approximating complex envelop
function by a truncated Taylor polynomial about the center of any observation interval. The
estimates of dynamic phasor and its derivatives correspond to the coeﬃcients of the Taylor
expansion. This phasor estimation provides information of the velocity and acceleration, these
measurements are advantageous to improve the control of a power system under oscillations.
In [37], Serna presented the results of using Kalman filter to find observers which are capable of
estimating dynamic phasor and its derivatives. The state space model used in the Kalman filter
algorithm is derived from the derivatives of kth order Taylor polynomial of the envelope of the
oscillations. The phasor estimates achieved through this technique are not only instantaneous
but also synchronous which is a significant aspect for control applications.
1.4 Resistance Spot Welding Background
The resistance spot welding (RSW) is one of most commonly practiced welding type. Due
to its simplicity, high speed and low cost, it is a key metal joining tool for the large scale pro-
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duction in automobile and aerospace industries. The applications of RSW is not only limited
to automobile and aerospace industries but it also have usual use in appliances and electronic
equipments manufacturing industries where gas-tight or liquid-tight joints are avoided. The
pedestal welder, scissors welder and C-gun welders are few types of commercially available
RSW machines. The gun type welders can be mounted on the automated robotic arms and are
most popular in the mass production industries.
The RSW is a process of joining two or more metal surfaces together by passage of very high
current straight through the metal sheets. The welding spot on the metal sheets is held with a
force between two cylindrical electrodes. Due to the flow of high current, significant amount
of heat is generated causing the contacted metal surfaces to melt and fuse together. The heating
causes the metal to expand and generally, the melted metal pushes outwards from the work-
piece with a force. If the electrode force is insuﬃcient, the molten metal will be ejected. This
is called expulsion, and the loss of material can weaken the weld. To keep the molten metal
contained, force is applied through the electrodes during the weld.
The typical power supply for these large scales welders are single phase AC or 3-phase AC
or medium frequency DC (MFDC). Silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR) are used to control AC
power supplies which are traditionally most common and least expensive in the industry. But
the presence of SCR generates a significant amount of harmonics in the current and voltage
signals. The MFDC supplies are more complicated and more expensive than the AC supplies.
The MFDC supplies can suﬀer high expulsion rate during welding process [38] which results
in weak weld joints. In [39], Newton et al suggested that the MFDC supplies are well suited
for aluminum spot welding. For the time being, AC welders will dominate in the auto parts
industry.
Unfortunately in industrial environment, the RSW process does not always deliver consistent
quality results due to the several factors such as inappropriate control strategy, part fit-up vari-
ations and misalignments, surface conditions of electrode and metal and electrode force issues.
The strength of the weld joint are examined oﬀ-line using destructive quality assurance tests.
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Nondestructive techniques using ultrasonic and acoustic emissions are discussed in [40]. How-
ever, these techniques have not been adopted in industrial practice. All of these quality assur-
ance methods oﬀer oﬀ-line testing of weld joints and don’t permit on-line quality inspection
during the assembly line. Therefore, an appropriate control scheme is need to be developed
that can determine the weld quality and apply corrective adjustments during the process.
There is an ongoing research in this area to optimize the RSW process and to make it more con-
sistent. But the interaction of electrical, mechanical, thermal and metallurgical phenomenon
in the process complicate the problem. In order to optimize the RSW process, there is a need
to select appropriate process control variables, to define a proper weld steps and to detect pre-
weld conditions. The process control variables are used to detect weak welds and to design
welding control algorithms. The good control scheme rely on the choice of proper variables.
The automobile industry is interested in building vehicles made of aluminum due to its light
weight and high tensile strength. The RSW process is well established for steel work but is
not cost eﬃcient for aluminum due to high thermal conductivity and low melting point of alu-
minum [41]. The heat conductivity in aluminum is three to five times more and the melting
point is almost 2 time less than that of steel. Thus more heat flows in aluminum and extra force
is to required to hold molten aluminum workpiece to avoid expulsion. This in turn deteriorates
the welding electrode tip rapidly.
To make this process economical to the automobile industry, there is need to recognized com-
plicated patterns and to develop high quality assurance algorithms.
Nitin and Brown in [42] presented a research work which is contribution towards development
of on-line weld monitoring and optimized control system for the RSW.
1.4.1 The Process Variables
The reliability of the weld joints in RSW depends on certain variables which are classified
in two general categories, process variable and material variables. These two types of variables
are further divided into subcategories as shown in figure 1.7. All these variables have a direct
or indirect eﬀect on the weld quality and deterioration of the electrode tips. Many eﬀorts have
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Figure 1.7: Variables associated with the RSW process
been made to design welding control algorithms based on these variables.
1.4.2 The RSW Process
Seven diﬀerent types of resistances are involved in the RSW process, as shown in figure
1.32 from [42]. The R1, R3, R5 and R7 are resistances corresponding to top electrode, top work
piece, bottom work piece and bottom electrode. These resistances increase with temperature
[43] and jointly known as bulk resistance.
On the other hand, the resistances R2, R4 and R6 are interface resistances between top elec-
trode and top workpiece, both workpieces and bottom workpiece and bottom electrode. These
interface resistances are jointly named as contact resistance. The contact resistance not only
depends on weld force but also varies with the part fit-up and conditions of the contact surfaces
[43]. The evolution of bulk and contact resistances with the weld time [44], is shown in figure
1.9. The initial value of R4 is large enough to cause significant amount of heat flow through
the work piece which is required to produce the weld. There is considerable change in contact
resistance during the first half cycle of welding process.
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The dynamic resistance is defined as the sum of both bulk resistance and contact resistance.
The weld process is divided into four phases as shown in figure 1.10 from [42]. In the first
phase of welding process, the welding spot on metal sheets is squeezed between two electrode
till the applied force reaches the steady state value. In the second stage, large amount of current
is allowed to flow through the sheets, producing suﬃcient heat required to melt the metal. This
cycle is the largest one in respect of time. In third phase, the molten metal is held for certain
time to avoid expulsion. This allows molten metal to cool down to form strong nugget.
For large scale RSW, the magnitude of the welding current ranges from 3000 A to 40, 000 A,
and nugget is about 6-10 mm in diameter and four times the square root of thickness of work-
pieces in mm [45].
If I is the current in flowing through the metal sheets, R is variable resistance of the workpiece
and t is welding process time then the amount of heat generated, Q, during the process is
Q =
∫
I2Rdt (1.27)
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Figure 1.9: Evolution of Bulk and Contact Resistances with Weld time
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Figure 1.10: Four phases of welding process cycle
The greater the resistance of workpieces, more the heat will be generated by flowing a constant
current for certain amount of time. The function of the welding power supply is to control the
current and welding time. If ρ is the resistivity of the workpiece in Ω-m, l is the length of the
workpiece in m and A is the cross-section area, then the resistance, R, of workpiece is given by
R =
ρl
A
(1.28)
The resistivity and length of the workpiece increase with rise in temperature due to heat propa-
gation. The interface area between the electrodes and workpieces is composed of large number
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Figure 1.11: Time variation of dynamic resistance during the weld process
of microscopic point contacts. The cross section area A, is comprised of all these point contacts
grouped together and increases due to heating and softening of metal. This leads to the conclu-
sion that the bulk resistance increases and contact resistances decreases with the temperature.
The time variation of dynamic resistance during the welding process is illustrated in figure
1.11. The temperature during welding, electrode force and mechanical properties of the metal
surfaces are the variables which govern the time variations of the resistance R [45, 46].
The strength of the weld joint is related to the amount of heat generated, which means an
eﬃcient control scheme can be developed by regulating the heat generation. The dynamic
resistance can be measured and applied to monitor weld conditions, to control RSW process,
to predict weld strength and to determine electrodes deterioration. It is also assumed that an
AC waveform heat can produce a ripple of 120 Hz in the resistance signal.
The measurement of the actual tip voltage, Vtip, is not a straightforward task due to two
main issues. One is because of interaction of wires attached to the electrodes to measure the
tip voltage and the strong magnetic field produced by the high magnitude welding current.
The measurement wires form a loop in this field, resulting in an additional voltage drop in
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these wires. The voltage drop is proportional to the derivative of the current. If K is the
induced voltage constant then the induced voltage is defined as K ˙I. Refer figure 1.15 for the
schematic of weld circuit. In practice, actual measured tip voltage is dominated by the this
induced voltage. In a typical automotive welders, this induce voltage has magnitude on the
order of 6 V while the tip voltage is 1 V . The induced noise or voltage due to electromagnetic
interference (EMI) depends on the area enclosed by the wires aﬃxed to the electrodes. This
setup is shown in figure 1.12. The more wider the area, the more noise will be induced.
Physically it is not feasible to reduce the length of wires too small as proper access is re-
quired to insert and remove the workpiece.
The second issue of measuring actual tip voltage is that the AC power supplies used in welding
Welding Machine
Measured Tip Voltage
Wire Loop
Electrodes
Figure 1.12: Wire loop causing induced noise due to EMI
process are mostly controlled by SCR devices. The input current can be controlled by regulat-
ing the conduction angle of the SCR. But the presence of SCR control in the power supplies
introduce the harmonics in both input voltage and current signals.
One way to eliminate the induced noise is to make measurements of dynamic resistance only
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once per half cycle when current is at peak value, i.e. at the time when dIdt = 0. However, with
this approach, the resistance measurements are not continuous and lot of information regarding
sudden expulsion can be lost. Further, in the case of aluminum welding the resistance changes
significantly during first quarter weld cycle.
1.4.3 Resistance Estimation Techniques
There is lot of ongoing research in the area of RSW process to estimate dynamic resistance
and the tip voltage. In this section, the existing and past resistance estimation methods are
discussed.
Osman et al in [47] proposed a microcomputer based system to measure dynamic resistance.
In this approach tip voltage is measured when the time derivative of current is zero, which
means the measurements of dynamic resistance are available only once per half cycle. Though
this technique eﬀectively discards the induced noise from the tip voltage but fails to provide
continuous measurements of the resistance.
A similar approach was followed by Cho et al in [40] to determine the resistance once per half
cycle using primary current and voltage signal. This research also discusses that in real weld-
ing process, acquiring these signals from the primary circuit is more beneficial than acquiring
these from the secondary circuit. This allows to apply dynamic resistance monitoring system
to the in-process system without any additional monitoring devices in the control circuit. This
approach has drawbacks of measuring the cable resistance, inductance and transformer lag in
secondary circuit and it does not provide continuous measurements of resistance throughout
the weld period. This further results in information loss regarding short expulsion during the
weld process.
A data acquisition and signal processing system was proposed by Hao et al in [38] for alu-
minum spot welding. In this approach, induced noise was calculated and subtracted from the
measured tip voltage using a compensating loop. The value of induced voltage constant, K,
was calculated oﬀ-line. Though the resistance estimation measurements are continuous but it
will alter as soon as the area enclosed by the measuring wires is changed.
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Garza et al proposed a time varying resistance estimation technique for the resistance spot
welding [48]. This work focused on the two crucial issues involved in measuring the dynamic
resistance: 120 Hz sinusoidal ripple resistance due to heat generation, and failure to detect
too short instances of expulsion by measuring the resistance once every half cycle. This tech-
nique follows the recursive least squares (RLS) and auto-regressive moving average (ARMA)
to estimate on-line value of the resistance and induce voltage constant respectively. The ac-
tual tip voltage was determined by subtracting the scaled version of current derivative from
the measured voltage. This method is a good choice to estimate time varying resistance while
attenuating induce noise. This algorithm suﬀers from rapid variations in the resistance estimate
due to fluctuating value of induced voltage constant.
De et al in [49], conducted an experimental study in which influence variables such as electrode
current, electrode force and weld time were reviewed using a designed simulator for RSW in 1
mm thick sheet of low carbon steel. The dynamic resistance was estimated once per half cycle
to remove induced noise from the measured tip voltage signal.
W.L. Robert in [50], presented a survey of resistance variations during the formation of nugget
in stainless steel, carbon steel and aluminum alloy. The variations in the contact resistance
during the RSW of the aluminum alloys were studied by Thornton in [51] for diﬀerent surface
conditions and applied current with variable loads.
Malhotra’s Work Malhotra proposed an algorithm to estimate dynamic resistance and tip
voltage based on the current and voltage signals measured on the secondary side of circuit
[42]. In his method, seven internal models at first seven odd harmonics are connected in par-
allel in feedback loop with a fictitious plant. This configuration in shown in figure 1.13. The
higher harmonics after the 13th harmonic are left as untreated noise. From figure 1.14, we see
that the 15th harmonic is more significant than 13th harmonic and 17th harmonic is greater than
11th harmonic.
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The actual tip voltage is computed by projecting measured tip voltage on the current and the
Figure 1.13: Block diagram of algorithm proposed by Malhotra
dynamic resistance is measured by dividing magnitude of actual tip voltage by the magnitude
of current. This algorithm is based on the assumption that the resistance information is con-
tained in each individual harmonics. This technique provides continuous measurements for the
tip voltage and resistance, and is independent of the error caused by the change in area en-
compassed by the wires attached to the electrodes. Moreover, the proposed method also have
potential to identify expulsion of metal during the weld process. It is observed by Malhotra
[42] that this method can only measures the slowing varying resistance component and is inca-
pable of measuring 120 Hz sinusoidal resistance. This issue will be discussed in detail later in
this thesis.
To determine the desired location of the closed loop poles of the internal models, state feedback
gains are computed using the LQR approach. But there is no direct control over the speed of
the response of the system.
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Figure 1.14: Spectrum of measured tip voltage between 1st and 17th harmonics
1.5 Internal Model Principle Algorithm
The idea of internal model principle algorithm (IMP) was first introduced by the Fransis and
Wonham in 1976 [2]. This principle states that by replicating the model of dynamic structure
of disturbance or reference signal in the feedback system, perfect disturbance rejection can be
achieved. In this configuration the marginally stable poles of disturbance or reference signal
turn into transmission zeros of the closed loop system. The internal model for removing single
sinusoidal disturbance s(t) = Asin(ωdt + φ) has the transfer function [3]
G(s) = ks
s2 + ω2
(1.29)
where ωd is true disturbance frequency and ω is the estimate of disturbance frequency. The
state-space representation of this internal model is
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The internal model described in equation 1.30 can be applied to a well known signal process-
ing problem, signal decomposition. Any quasi-periodic signal consisting of sum of sinusoids
or harmonics with diﬀerent known frequencies, can be decomposed into its components by
connecting the internal models in parallel, where each internal model corresponds to each pe-
riodic signal or harmonic. In other words, a fourier decomposition of a periodic signal can be
accomplished by employing the internal models in the parallel configuration.
The internal model has two states, exhibiting the characteristics of being sinusoidal and or-
thogonal. Therefore, the measurement of these two states can be used to form an analytic or
complex signal x¯ = x1 + jx2. The instantaneous measurements of an analytics signal x¯(t), con-
structed from the states of an internal model, can be used to generate an instantaneous phasor
by calculating instantaneous values of envelope and phase angle of sinusoid from equations 1.6
and 1.7.
1.6 Dynamic Circuit Analysis
In order to develop an algorithm to estimate resistance in RSW process, we need to derive
mathematical model of welding circuit using basic circuit analysis techniques. The schematic
diagram of the secondary loop of welding circuit is shown in figure 1.15,in which Rc is the
cable’s resistance, L is the cable’s inductance and Rw is the time varying resistance of weld
process.
The dynamic resistance Rw, is composed of slowly varying resistance Rd, and a sinusoidal
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Figure 1.15: Electrical schematic of secondary welding circuit
resistance component of amplitude Rt
Rw = Rd + Rt sin(2ωt + θ) (1.32)
The resistance Rd is sum of bulk and contact resistances and the sinusoidal resistance is intro-
duced in the circuit due to the temperature fluctuations during the weld process. The frequency
of this resistance is assumed to be 120 Hz.
By applying Kirchoﬀ’s voltage law in figure 1.15
Vs = RcI + L ˙I + RwI (1.33)
The tip voltage Vtip, is measured across the time varying resistance Rw(t). But this measurement
is corrupted by the induced noise, the voltage due to electromagnetic interference caused by
passage of very high current during the weld cycle. The level of noise induced in measured tip
voltage is directly proportional to the time derivative of the current. The measured tip voltage,
Vm, is related to actual tip voltage by
Vm = Vtip + K
dI
dt (1.34)
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where K is the induced noise constant. By using Ohm’s law to substitute value of Vtip in
equation 1.34, we have
Vm = RwI + K
dI
dt (1.35)
The current in the welding circuit is controlled by the silicon controlled rectifier (SCR), which
in turn produces odd harmonics in the current and voltage signals. Hence, we can write these
signals as fourier series expansion of the harmonics.
Vs =
∑
i=odd
Vissin(iωt) + Viccos(iωt) (1.36)
and
I =
∑
i=odd
Iis sin(iωt) + Iiccos(iωt) (1.37)
The parameters defined in this section, are the basis for developing an algorithm to estimate
time varying resistance and the induced noise constant.
1.7 Contribution of the Thesis
In this thesis, we have proposed a new method of measuring an instantaneous phasor for a
sinusoidal signal of known frequency by using an internal model control approach . In case of
quasi-periodic input signal, we have presented a scheme of connecting multiple internal models
in an open loop configuration to obtain instantaneous phasors for each frequency component
of input signal. The suggested approach has flexibility of placing closed-loop poles of internal
models at the desired locations without concerning the stability of overall system.
As an extension to our research work, we have applied the proposed algorithm of measuring
instantaneous phasor to estimate the dynamic resistance and tip voltage in RSW process, and
to analyze fault signals in the electric power systems.
In [42], Nitin proposed an algorithm to estimate dynamic resistance and the tip voltage. The
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suggested system was a control problem with internal models connected in parallel to each
other in the feedback path with a fictitious plant, which was introduced to stabilize and tune
estimation system. When large number of internal models are employed, finding feedback gain
vector for pole placement for each internal model such that the overall system is stable, is a
challenging task.
In our thesis, we have posed the the resistance estimation as a signal processing problem which
is more computationally intensive but more stable than the one presented in [42].
The input current and voltage signals are first passed through a bank of notch filters to cancel
unwanted harmonics. The filter bank is followed by an internal model to extract the harmonic
of known frequency. In our work to derive resistance estimation algorithm, we require 1st, 3rd
and 5th harmonics of current and 1st and 3rd harmonics of voltage signals. The internal mod-
els for each harmonic component, are connected in parallel. As the frequencies of harmonics
are known, the poles are set at jω, 3 jω and 5 jω with arbitrary real parts which are selected for
desired system response variables, such as overshoot and speed of response.
The output of internal models are used to generate instantaneous phasors for each harmonics
of current and voltage signals. We have derived a set of simultaneous linear equations based
on the mathematical model of the welding circuit, assuming that contributions of higher har-
monics are negligible in the current and voltage signals. The magnitudes and angles of the
computed instantaneous phasors are used to solve linear system of equations. This algorithm
has the advantage of on-line estimation of dynamic resistance, sinusoidal resistance component
and induced noise constant simultaneously.
In the end, the method of instantaneous phasor measurement is applied to analyze power distur-
bance fault signals involved in electric power systems. The faults due to harmonic distortions
and decaying DC oﬀest are investigated in this thesis.
1.8 Structure of the Thesis
In Chapter 2, the proposed algorithm for instantaneous phasor estimation is presented. A
modified version of an internal model is derived in order to place close loop poles of an inter-
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nal model at the arbitrary locations. The performance of proposed algorithm is discussed for
sinusoidal input with constant/variable amplitude and phase. A configuration for estimating
instantaneous phasors for each frequency components of quasi-periodic input signal, is also
suggested along with simulation results.
Chapter 3 focuses on the design of pre-processing block and derivation of an algorithm for the
estimation of dynamic resistance, sinusoidal resistance component and induce noise constant
in RSW process.
The signal processing block comprising of Chebyshev filter, notch filters bank and internal
model is presented. The objective of this block is to extract the desired harmonics in the
voltage and current signals. The notch filter bank is employed to cancel the prominent lower
harmonics while the function of Chebyshev filter is to suppress the higher harmonics. The
internal models separate the 1st, 3rd and 5th current harmonics, and 1st and 3rd voltage har-
monics respectively.
The resistance estimation algorithm is based on the instantaneous phasor measurements of the
harmonic signals, extracted from the signal processing block. An assumption is made that the
measured current and voltage signals are composed of 1st, 3rd and 5th harmonics respectively
and the higher harmonics in both measured signals are negligible due to the pre-processing ac-
complished by Chebyshev filter and notch filters bank. The performance of the this algorithm
is evaluated through Matlab/Simulink simulations. The Simulink model using SCR to control
weld current is also worked out to generate measured current and voltage signals.
In Chapter 4, the applicability of instantaneous phasor measurement algorithm is discussed
for the analysis of fault signals in electric power system are discussed. The Matlab/Simulink
simulations are presented for signals with faults due to harmonic distortions and decaying DC
oﬀset.
In Chapter 5, conclusions are drawn about the research done in this thesis, and suggestions for
future work are given.
Chapter 2
Instantaneous Phasor Measurement
Algorithm
In this chapter, a new technique for the measurement of instantaneous phasors is presented for
the narrow band signals. The proposed method is based on the internal model principle (IMP)
approach, which is posed as signal extraction problem rather then disturbance cancellation.
The instantaneous values of IMP states are defined as real and imaginary components of an
analytic signal at each time instant. The instantaneous measurements of envelope and phase
of a sinusoidal signal are determined from instantaneous values of analytic signal by using
arithmetic properties of complex numbers.
When an input signal is composed of sum of sinusoids of diﬀerent frequencies, an algorithm is
developed to obtain instantaneous phasor measurements for each sinusoidal component. This
is done by connecting multiple internal models in parallel and open-loop configuration, while
each internal model is preceded by a notch filter bank to cancel the sinusoids of unwanted
frequencies.
In the end of chapter, the simulations are performed to illustrate the performance of proposed
algorithm for the various narrow band signals.
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2.1 Algorithm Design
In a previous work by Malhotra [42], an algorithm was introduced for the cancellation of
current and voltage harmonics in the RSW process by connecting multiple internal models in
parallel to each other and in feedback loop with a fictitious plant. Because, the state feedback
gain vectors for each internal model are computed using the LQR approach such that the overall
system is stable, there is no control over the speed of system’s response. Furthermore, the
computation of state feedback vectors suﬀers numerical stability problems when the quantity
of internal models is increased.
Sun in her research [52], proposed a method to decompose an input signal into sinusoids by
generating instantaneous Fourier decomposition. This approach is similar to the Malhotra’s
method [42], except using a diﬀerent method of selecting the tuning function. The tuning
function is selected such that the overall transfer function T se(s) of the closed-loop system is
[53]
Tse(s) =
n∏
i=1
(s2 + ω2i )
(s2 + 2	iωis + ω2i )
(2.1)
Though the system can be tuned by selecting appropriate values of 	i, it suﬀers badly due to the
numerical issues, especially with it’s discrete equivalent system [53, 54]. The block diagram
of the systems proposed by Nitin [42] and Sun [52] is shown in figure, where C(s) is the tuning
function.
Lets suppose, a narrow band input signal S (t) is comprised of sum of sinusoids such as
S (t) =
n∑
i=1
Aicos(ωi + φi)
where Ai, ωi and φi are the amplitude, frequency and initial phase of ith sinusoidal component
of S (t) respectively.
We have proposed a new method to extract each sinusoidal component from the signal S (t) by
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of algorithm proposed by Nitin and Sun
connecting multiple signal processing block in parallel to each other. Each block is designed
by cascading a customized notch filter bank (NFBi) and an internal model (IMi)to extract the
sinusoid of frequency ωi. Figure 2.2 illustrates the suggested arrangement of the signal pro-
cessing blocks.
This algorithm is computationally more intensive but much stable than those discussed above.
Due to open-loop configuration of internal models, the poles of internal models are placed at
the arbitrary locations without concerning stability of the system.
2.1.1 Notch Filter Bank
A narrow band, band-limited filter is referred as a notch filter (NF). A NF has zeros at the
± jωi to cancel a sinusoidal signal of frequency ωi. A standard NF with a notch centered at
frequency ωi has transfer function [55]
H(s) = s
2 + ω2i
s2 + ωiQ s + ω
2
i
(2.2)
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram of our proposed algorithm
where Q is the quality factor defined as the ratio the center frequency and bandwidth of the
filter. The steepness of the notch can be altered by changing the values of Q.
A notch filter bank is composed of multiple notch filters connected in series to each other. The
purpose of notch filter bank is to cancel all sinusoidal components in the input signal except
the component which is required to be extracted by the internal model. That is, if an internal
model is designed to extract sinusoidal component of frequency ωk, then the respective notch
filter bank NFBk has no notch filter (NFk) centered at frequency ωk. This is shown in figure
2.3.
2.1.2 Modified Internal Model
If the frequency of certain sinusoid is known, then it can be extracted from the input signal
by placing the poles of an IM at the frequency of the sinusoid. From a previous research by
Brown and Zhang [3], the proposed IM to cancel a single sinusoid, Acos(ωt + φ), has the
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Figure 2.3: Description of a notch filter bank
transfer function
G(s) = ks
s2 + ω2
(2.3)
and its equivalent state-space model is given by equation 1.30. The closed-loop characteristic
equation of IM in equation 2.3 is
s2 + ks + ω2 = 0 (2.4)
If the desired poles are S 1,2 = −σ ± jω, then the desired characteristic polynomial is
s2 + 2σs + (σ2 + ω2) = 0 (2.5)
By comparing equation 2.5 and equation 2.4, we observe that only by using parameter k in
equation 2.4, it is not possible to place closed loop poles of IM at the desired locations.
In this thesis, we have proposed a modified internal model (MIM) by modifying the numerator
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of equation 2.3 with an additional tuning parameter a. The MIM has transfer function
H1(s) = as
2 + ks
s2 + ω2
(2.6)
The equivalent state space model of transfer function proposed in equation 2.6 is
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The output y1(t) tracks the input sinusoidal signal r(t) of frequency ω by driving the error e
in equations 2.7 and 2.8 to zero. This is achieved by incorporating negative feedback of the
output signal y1(t).
As our goal is to generate an instantaneous phasor of a sinusoid with frequency ω, we need
to construct an analytic signal from the outputs of MIM. The output y1(t) is in-phase with the
input signal, and we require another output signal from MIM which is quadrature-phase with
the input signal.
We define second output of MIM at the frequency ω as
y2 =
[
−k −aω
] ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x1
x2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.9)
with transfer function
H2(s) = −aωs − kω
s2 + ω2
(2.10)
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The structure of MIM is shown in figure 2.4 using transfer functions H1(s) and H2(s), which
are defined in equations 2.6 and 2.10 respectively.
If r(t) is the desired signal to be tracked or extracted by the MIM, then closed loop transfer
Figure 2.4: Block diagram of the structure of MIM
functions from r(t) to the outputs y1(t) and y2(t) are
Y1(s)
R(s) =
as2 + ks
(1 + a)s2 + ks + ω2 (2.11)
and
Y2(s)
R(s) =
−aωs − kω
(1 + a)s2 + ks + ω2 (2.12)
Ideally, both of these transfer function have equal magnitude and phase diﬀerence of 90 degrees
at the frequency ω. After following simple mathematical steps, we can show that
Y1(s)
R(s)
∣∣∣∣∣
s= jω
= 1 (2.13)
and
Y2(s)
R(s)
∣∣∣∣∣
s= jω
= j (2.14)
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2.1.3 Instantaneous Phasor Measurement
If y1i(t) and y2i(t) are the instantaneous measurements of outputs of MIM at frequency ωi,
then the analytic signal zi(t) at each time instant is defined as
zi(t) = y1i(t) + j y2i(t) (2.15)
The instantaneous values of the envelop and phase of input sinusoidal signal are computed
from equation 2.15 by applying properties of complex numbers, such that
Ai(t) =
√
y21i(t) + y22i(t) (2.16)
and
φi(t) = arctan
[y2i(t)
y1i(t)
]
− ωit (2.17)
The measurements of Ai(t) and φi(t) at each time instant, are incorporated in the phasor repre-
sentation to generate instantaneous phasor.
The instantaneous frequency fi(t) (in Hz) can be computed from equation 2.17 as
fi(t) = 12π
d
dtφi(t) (2.18)
2.1.4 Magnitude and Phase Compensation
An ideal filter have unity gain (0 dB) in passband and gain of zero (−∞ dB) in the stopband.
The phase response of an ideal filter is zero at all frequencies. However, practical filters cannot
fulfill all the criteria of an ideal filter.
In practice, a finite transition band always exits between passband and stopband. Practical
filters might have a passband ripple and stopband attenuation can’t be infinite. This implies that
the magnitude response of the filter varies with frequencies and introduces amplitude distortion
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when an input signal is passed through the filter.
For an ideal filter to have zero phase response at all frequencies, it has to be a non-causal
system. This implies that the filter’s impulse response has to be symmetric about t = 0 and the
output of the system depends on the past, current and future values of the input. The real filter
has to be a causal system whose impulse response can be obtained by adding delay to the ideal
filter’s impulse response. This delay shifts the impulse response after t = 0 and introduces a
linear phase shift in the input signal.
The signal processing block in figure 2.2 is consisted of practical filters. Thus, the input and
hence sinusoids at output of each MIM has an magnitude attenuation and phase shift relative
to the original signals. Therefore, there is a need to apply magnitude and phase compensation
to the both outputs of each MIM. The magnitude and phase shift of the signal processing block
at frequency ωi is measured by evaluating block transfer function NFBi( jωi) as
αi =
∣∣∣NFBi( jωi)∣∣∣
ϕi = ∠NFBi( jωi)
where αi and ϕi are the gain and phase shift of the signal processing block at frequency ωi.
The magnitude and phase shift compensation is applied to instantaneous magnitude and phase
computed from equation 2.16 and equation 2.17 as
Ai(t) = 1
αi
√
y21i(t) + y22i(t) (2.19)
and
φi(t) = arctan
[y2i(t)
y1i(t)
]
− ωit − ϕi (2.20)
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2.2 Simulations
In this section, we will present simulation results of instantaneous phasor measurement al-
gorithm, developed in section 2.1. We will analyze the performance of our proposed algorithm
for various test signals including a sinusoid with constant amplitude and phase, a sinusoid with
time-varying amplitude and phase, an amplitude-modulated (AM) signal and sum of three si-
nusoids. In these simulations, we assume that the frequencies of all sinusoidal signals are
known.
2.2.1 A Sinusoid with Constant Amplitude and Phase
The simplest signal to test our instantaneous phasor algorithm, is a sinusoid Acos(ωt + φ)
with constant amplitude and constant phase. The sinusoid is passed through the MIM having
imaginary part of closed-loop poles at ± jω rad.
We set parameters of sinusoid with amplitude A = 1.5, angular frequency ω = 2.5 rad/s and
initial phase φ = 0.3 rad. The closed-poles of MIM are placed at P1 = −2.5 ± j2.5 rad.
The speed of system’s response can be increased by moving closed-poles of MIM towards left.
To present this feature of our algorithm, the simulation is repeated with new closed-loop poles
of MIM at P2 = −5± j2.5 rad. The estimated instantaneous magnitude and instantaneous phase
of a single sinusoid for both iterations, are presented in figure 2.5 and figure 2.6 respectively.
2.2.2 A Sinusoid with Time-Varying Amplitude and Phase
In this section, we consider a case of single sinusoidal signal with both time-varying ampli-
tude and phase angle. The frequency of amplitude variation has to be less than the sinusoid’s
frequency to fulfill the definition of narrow band signals.
A sinusoid with time-varying amplitude and phase is defined as
s(t) = A(t)cos(ωt + φ(t))
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Figure 2.5: Instantaneous magnitude or envelope of a single sinusoid with MIM having poles
at two diﬀerent locations, P1 = −2.5 ± j2.5 rad and P2 = −5 ± j2.5 rad
For the simulation purpose, we set the time-varying amplitude A(t) = 3e0.5cos(0.1t), angular
frequency ω = 2.5 rad/s and time-varying phase angle φ(t) = 0.5e π4 cos(0.04t) rad. Using these
parameters, the generated time-varying sinusoid is shown in figure 2.7. The closed-loop poles
of MIM are placed at P = −5 ± 2.5 rad. From figure 2.8 and figure 2.9, it can be seen that
the estimates of instantaneous magnitude and instantaneous phase closely follows the actual
values of signals A(t) and φ(t).
2.2.3 An Amplitude Modulated Signal
The amplitude modulated (AM) signal is formed when a sinusoid s1(t) of frequency ω1 is
multiplied by another sinusoid s2(t) of frequency ω2 (< ω1). The AM signal is defined as
s(t) = s2(t).s1(t)
= Asin(ω2t).cos(ω1t + φ)
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Figure 2.6: Instantaneous phase of a phasor with MIM having poles at two diﬀerent locations,
P1 = −2.5 ± j2.5 rad and P2 = −5 ± j2.5 rad
We set the parameters with values A = 0.5, ω1 = 2π60 rad/s, ω2 = 2π5 rad/s and φ = 0.3 rad.
The AM signal generated by using specified set values is shown in figure 2.10. This AM signal
is diﬀerent from the the sinusoid with time-varying amplitude discussed in section 2.2.2, as its
envelop s2(t) has zero crossings during the defined time interval.
With the MIM’s closed-loop poles at P = −2π60 ± 2π60 rad, the estimate for instantaneous
magnitude tracks the envelope signal s2 with small error but does not change sign during the
negative half cycle as shown in figure 2.11.
The estimated instantaneous phase is a stair case signal that jumps by πwhen the envelop of the
AM signal hits the zero value. It is constant otherwise. Figure 2.12 illustrates this phenomenon.
In the next section, we will discuss an alternative approach to estimate the instantaneous am-
plitude.
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Figure 2.7: A time-varying sinusoid
2.2.4 An Alternative Approach for Amplitude Modulated Signal
From communication system theory, it is known that a sinusoid of frequency ω1 that is am-
plitude modulated by a sinusoid of lower frequency ω2, has a spectrum reflecting the presence
of two sinusoids at frequencies ω1 − ω2 and ω1 + ω2.
We reformulate our approach by defining an AM signal s(t) as a sum of two sinusoids. If m1
and m2 are magnitudes, and φ1 and φ2 are the initial phases of two sinusoids, then
s(t) = m1cos[(ω1 − ω2)t + φ1] + m2cos[(ω1 + ω2)t + φ2]
We use the AM signal, generated in section 2.2.3 with ω1 = 2π60 rad/s and ω2 = 2π5 rad/s.
Two MIMs are employed at frequencies 2π55 rad/s and 2π65 rad/s to extract both sinusoidal
components. The notch filters at frequencies 2π65 rad/s and 2π55 are followed by MIMs at
frequencies 2π55 rad/s and 2π65 rad/s respectively.
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Figure 2.8: Instantaneous magnitude of time-varying sinusoid: Actual versus Estimated
The time-varying magnitude A(t) of AM signal is given by [1]
A(t) =
√
m21 + m
2
2 + 2m1m2cos(αs) (2.21)
where αs(t) = ωst+ φ1−φ22 and ωs = ω1−ω22 . Figure 2.13 shows that the estimate for instantaneous
magnitude while using two MIMs is much smoother and closer to the actual signal, though it
still does not change sign during negative half cycle.
A modified version of equation 2.21 was proposed by [1]
A(t) =
√
m21 + m
2
2 + 2m1m2cos(αs)sgn[cos(αs)] (2.22)
From figure 2.14, we observe that the instantaneous magnitude is closely following the time-
varying amplitude of AM signal in both positive and negative cycles. We conclude that at the
additional computational cost, using 2 MIMs for the case of AM signal produces better results
over a single MIM.
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Figure 2.9: Instantaneous phase of time-varying sinusoid: Actual versus Estimated
2.2.5 A Sum of Three Sinusoids
Finally, we discuss the case when the signal s(t) is composed of sum of three sinusoids and
is defined as
s(t) = A1cos(ω1t + φ1) + A2cos(ω2t + φ2) + A3cos(ω3t + φ3) (2.23)
The parameters in equation 2.23 are set with values A1 = 1.5, A2 = 1.1, A3 = 1.8, ω1 = 2.5
rad/s, ω2 = 7.5 rad/s, ω3 = 12.5 rad/s, φ1 = 0.3 rad, φ2 = 0.9 rad and φ3 = 1.5 rad.
To approach this problem, three MIMs are required at frequencies 2.5 rad/s, 7.5 rad/s and
12.5 rad/s. Each MIM is preceded by two notch filters with center frequencies other than the
frequency of MIM, i.e. the notch filters having center frequencies at 7.5 rad/s and 12.5 rad/s
are followed by the MIM at frequency 2.5 rad/s.
The results of estimated instantaneous phase and instantaneous magnitude of each sinusoidal
components are plotted in figure 2.15 and figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.10: An amplitude modulated (AM) signal
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Figure 2.11: Instantaneous magnitude of the AM signal
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Figure 2.12: Instantaneous phase of the AM signal
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Figure 2.13: Instantaneous magnitude of the AM signal with 1 MIM and 2 MIMs
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Figure 2.14: Instantaneous magnitude of the AM signal with 2 MIMs and using equation 2.22
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Figure 2.15: Instantaneous magnitude of the each sinusoidal component extracted from the
sum of three sinusoids
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Figure 2.16: Instantaneous phase of the each sinusoidal component extracted from the sum of
three sinusoids
Chapter 3
Resistance Estimation and Tip Voltage
Measurement
The quality of weld produced during the RSW process can be optimized by using on-line mea-
surements of certain process parameters, such as dynamic resistance. If the tip voltage and the
current measurements are available, one simple way to estimate the resistance is to use Ohm’s
law.
Unfortunately, the tip voltage measurement and resistance estimation is not a straight forward
task because of two fundamental issues. Due to the physical constraint of weld setup, wires
are attached to the electrodes to measure tip voltage. The high current flow during the welding
process induces an electromagnetic field in these wires. This results in a voltage drop in mea-
sured tip voltage and is proportional to the derivative of current. Also the presence of SCR in
the welding power supply to control current’s duty ratio, generates harmonics of fundamental
frequency in the supply current and voltage signals.
In this chapter, we have proposed a 3-steps algorithm for the resistance estimation and tip volt-
age measurement in the RSW process. In the first step, a set of 4 simultaneous equations with
4 unknown process parameters is derived using the dynamic analysis of welding circuit. These
unknown parameters are slowly varying resistance component Rd, induced voltage constant
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K and two components of sinusoidal ripple resistance of magnitude Rt. In the next step, the
instantaneous phasors measurements of harmonics of measured current and voltage are ob-
tained by employing the method presented in Chapter2. Finally, the system of equations is
solved using recursive least squares (RLS) with multiple forgetting factors to get instantaneous
measurements of slowly varying resistance Rd, induced voltage constant K and sinusoidal re-
sistance magnitude Rt. The block diagram of our proposed estimation system is described in
figure 3.1.
In the end of chapter, simulation results are presented for the estimated parameters with a con-
stant Rd and actual time-varying Rd. The significant improvement in estimates when using RLS
rather than matrix inversion at each time step, is also demonstrated.
3.1 Dynamic Analysis of Welding Circuit
The electric circuit schematic of weld setup is described in figure 1.15. The dynamic resis-
tance Rw is a time varying resistance composed of sum of slowly varying resistance Rd and a
sinusoidal resistance component at frequency 120 Hz, or 2ω in rad/s.
If Rt is the magnitude and θ is the initial phase of sinusoidal resistance respectively, then
Rw = Rd + Rt sin(2ωt + θ) (3.1)
Using the basic trigonometric identities, equation 3.1 becomes
Rw = Rd + Rtssin(2ωt) + Rtccos(2ωt) (3.2)
where
Rts = Rtcos(θ), Rtc = Rt sin(θ)
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of our proposed system describing all steps at each time instant tk
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and
Rt =
√
R2ts + R2tc (3.3)
Let Vtip be voltage drop across weld. Due to the electromagnetic interference caused by the
high current flow in wires attached to the electrodes, the measured tip voltage includes an
additive term directly proportional to the derivative of current.
If K is the induced voltage constant, then the measured tip voltage is given by
Vm = Vtip + K ˙I (3.4)
The actual tip voltage is measured across the resistance Rw. Using Ohm’s law for Vtip and
substituting in equation 3.4, we have
Vm = IRw + K ˙I (3.5)
The measured current signal I is dominated by its odd harmonics. Therefore, we assume
I =
∑
i=odd
Iiccos(iωt) + Iis sin(iωt) (3.6)
where Iic and Iis are the cosine and sine coeﬃcients of ith current harmonic. Diﬀerentiating
equation 3.6 with respect to time, we get
˙I =
∑
i=odd
iωIiscos(iωt) − iωIicsin(iωt) (3.7)
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Substituting the values of Rw and I from equations 3.2 and 3.6 in equation 3.5
Vm = IRd + K ˙I
+ I1sRtssin(ωt)sin(2ωt) + I1cRtscos(ωt)sin(2ωt)
+ I3sRtssin(3ωt)sin(2ωt)+ I3cRtscos(3ωt)sin(2ωt)
+ I5sRtssin(5ωt)sin(2ωt)+ I5cRtscos(5ωt)sin(2ωt) (3.8)
+ I1sRtcsin(ωt)cos(2ωt) + I1cRtccos(ωt)cos(2ωt)
+ I3sRtcsin(3ωt)cos(2ωt) + I3cRtccos(3ωt)cos(2ωt)
+ I5sRtcsin(5ωt)cos(2ωt) + I5cRtccos(5ωt)cos(2ωt)
+ Higher Terms
Applying Double-Angle formula on product terms in equation 3.8, we get
Vm = IRd + K ˙I
+
I1sRts
2
[cos(ωt) − cos(3ωt)] + I1cRts
2
[sin(3ωt) + sin(ωt)]
+
I3sRts
2
[cos(ωt) − cos(5ωt)] + I3cRts
2
[sin(5ωt) − sin(ωt)]
+
I5sRts
2
[cos(3ωt) − cos(7ωt)] + I5cRts
2
[sin(7ωt) − sin(3ωt)] (3.9)
+
I1sRtc
2
[sin(3ωt) − sin(ωt)] + I1cRtc
2
[cos(3ωt) + cos(ωt)]
+
I3sRtc
2
[sin(5ωt) + sin(ωt)] + I3cRtc
2
[cos(5ωt) + cos(ωt)]
+
I5sRtc
2
[sin(7ωt) + sin(3ωt)] + I5cRtc
2
[cos(7ωt) + cos(3ωt)]
+ Higher Terms
The measured voltage signal Vm can be represented in term of its odd harmonics as
Vm =
∑
i=odd
Viccos(iωt) + Vissin(iωt) (3.10)
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where Vic and Vis are the cosine and sine coeﬃcients of ith voltage harmonic. Substituting I, ˙I
and Vm from equation 3.6, 3.7 and 3.10 in equation 3.9 and comparing coeﬃcients on both side
of equation for cos(ωt), sin(ωt), cos(3ωt) and sin(3ωt), we have
V1c = I1cRd + ωI1sK +
I1s + I3s
2
Rts +
I1c + I3c
2
Rtc
V1s = I1sRd − ωI1cK + I1c − I3c2 Rts +
I3s − I1s
2
Rtc
V3c = I3cRd + 3ωI3sK +
I5s − I1s
2
Rts +
I1c + I5c
2
Rtc (3.11)
V3s = I3sRd − 3ωI3cK + I1c − I5c2 Rts +
I1s + I5s
2
Rtc
Writing the equations 3.11 in matrix form
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
V1c
V1s
V3c
V3s
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
I1c ωI1s I1s+I3s2
I1c+I3c
2
I1s −ωI1c I1c−I3c2 I3s−I1s2
I3c 3ωI3s −I1s+I5s2
I1c+I5c
2
I3s −3ωI3c I1c−I5c2 I1s+I5s2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Rd
K
Rts
Rtc
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.12)
Writing the linear system of equations in 3.12 in notation form,
Y = ΦΘ (3.13)
where Y is a 4x1 vector, Φ is a 4x4 matrix and Θ is a 4x1 vector.
If we define 1st voltage harmonic as a reference signal, then the relative phase angles of current
and voltage harmonic phasors are measured with respect to 1st voltage harmonic phasor, such
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as
φ1 = ∠I1 − ∠V1
φ2 = ∠V3 − 3∠V1
φ3 = ∠I3 − 3∠V1 (3.14)
φ4 = ∠I5 − 5∠V1
The instantaneous values of cosine and sine coeﬃcients of current and voltage harmonics in
equations 3.12 are determined using the measurements of instantaneous magnitudes from equa-
tion 3.18 and instantaneous relative phase angles from 3.14 as
V1c = |V1| cos(0o) = |V1|
V1s = |V1| sin(0o) = 0
I1c = |I1| cos(θ1)
I1s = |I1| sin(θ1)
V3c = |V3| cos(θ2)
V3s = |V3| sin(θ2)
I3c = |I3| cos(θ3)
I3s = |I3| sin(θ3)
I5c = |I5| cos(θ4)
I5s = |I5| sin(θ4)
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3.2 Instantaneous Phasor Measurements for Harmonics of
Current and Voltage Signals
We assume that the welding power supply in our case is a single phase AC, therefore the
measured current and voltage are real signals of frequency 60 Hz. The conventional power
supplies used in the RSW process incorporate SCR to control the duty ratio of the supply’s
current. The deviation of current signal waveform from a pure sinusoid, engenders harmonics
of fundamental frequency in both measured current and voltage signals.
From the spectral analysis of measured current and voltage signals, we observe that both of
these signals contains odd harmonics of fundamental frequency 60 Hz or ω = 377 rad/s. The
current signal is dominant by harmonics at 3ω and 5ω, whereas the voltage signal also contains
significant higher odd harmonics. For our ease of notation, we define fundamental frequency
signal as the 1st harmonic.
To derive our resistance estimation algorithm, we require instantaneous phasor measurements
for 1st, 3rd and 5th current harmonics, and 1st, 3rd voltage harmonics. This objective can be
achieved by using the technique presented in Chapter 2, which employs a signal processing
block with a customized notch filter bank (NFB) and modified internal model (MIM) to extract
the desired harmonic.
The presence of significant number of harmonics, especially in the voltage signal, demands the
inclusion of large number of notch filters in the filter bank to cancel the unwanted harmonics.
This approach can intensify the design requirement of the algorithm.
Instead of adding numerous notch filters, we use a low pass Chebyshev filter to cancel the
unwanted higher harmonics and add the notch filters only at prominent harmonics. The design
of Chebyshev filter is discussed in the next section.
3.2.1 Chebyshev Filter
Chebyshev filters belong to the class of analog or digital filters that are derived from the
Chebyshev polynomial and are categorized as Type I and Type II [55]. The Type I filters have
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steeper roll oﬀ with more ripple in the passband or in stopband in case of Type II filters.
In our research work, a 4th order Type I low pass filter is designed to suppress the higher
harmonics in the measured current and voltage signals. If n is the order, 	 is the ripple factor
and pi is desired pole, then the Type I Chebyshev filter has the transfer function [56]
H(s) = 1
2n−1	
n∏
i=1
1
(s − pi) (3.15)
The ripple in the passband is
Ripple (dB) = 20 log10
√
1 + 	2 (3.16)
The ripple in the passband and the steepness of filter’s roll oﬀ curve are interdependent. By
increasing the magnitude of passband’s ripple R in dB, the filter’s roll oﬀ gets more steeper.
Therefore, there is trade oﬀ between selection of these two filter parameters.
For our problem of resistance estimation in the RSW process, we are only interested in 1st, 3rd
and 5th harmonics and higher harmonics are required to be attenuated to improve the quality of
the estimates. Thus, logical value of filter’s cut oﬀ frequency is 5ω and passband ripple value
is set to 0.26 dB to get a steep filter’s roll oﬀ which is good enough for our case. The designed
filter has gain of −0.26 dB at the frequency 5ω rad/s and its magnitude response is shown in
figure 3.2.
3.2.2 Notch Filter Bank and Modified Internal Model
The measured current and voltage signals are pre-processed using the Chebyshev filter de-
signed in section 3.2.1 which significantly eliminates the higher harmonics in both signals. The
filtered signals are then passed to multiple signal processing blocks, designed to extract 1 st, 3rd
and 5th current harmonics, and 1st and 3rd voltage harmonics. Thus, we require two of these
blocks for 1st harmonic, two blocks for 3rd harmonic and one block for 5th harmonic.
The 1st, 3rd and 5th harmonics are extracted by setting the imaginary part of poles of MIMs at
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± jω, ±3 jω and ±5 jω. The magnitude response of modified internal models for 1 st, 3rd and 5th
harmonics are shown in figure 3.3, figure 3.4 and figure 3.5.
Each MIM is preceded by its respective filter bank which is composed of multiple cascaded
notch filters with notches centered at the frequencies of unwanted harmonics. In our design,
each notch filter bank contains eight notch filters to cancel first eight odd harmonics in mea-
sured current and voltage signal. The magnitude response of a notch filter bank for the 1st
harmonic is plotted in figure 3.6.
If NFBi and MIMi are the notch filter bank and modified internal model for the extraction of ith
harmonic respectively, then the block diagram in figure 3.7 illustrates the designed procedure
for the extraction of current and voltage harmonics.
3.2.3 Magnitude and Phase Compensation
As discussed in section 2.1.4 in Chapter 2, the outputs of each MIM has an magnitude at-
tenuation and phase shift. Therefore, there is need to apply magnitude and phase compensation
to the both outputs of each MIM. If G1(s), G2(s) and G3(s) are the overall transfer functions of
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Figure 3.2: Magnitude Response of Designed 4th Order Low Pass Chebyshev Filter
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processing blocks for 1st, 3rd and 5th harmonics respectively, then the compensation is applied
by evaluating transfer functions G1( jω), G2(3 jω) and G3(5 jω).
3.2.4 Instantaneous Phasor Measurement
Each MIM has two outputs which are orthogonal to each other. After applying magnitude
and phase compensation to each output, we can generate an analytic signal using instantaneous
values of two outputs of each MIM. If Ii(t) and Vi(t) are the analytic signals for ith current and
voltage harmonics respectively, then
I1(t) = i11(t) + j i21(t)
I3(t) = i13(t) + j i23(t)
I5(t) = i15(t) + j i25(t) (3.17)
V1(t) = v11(t) + j v21(t)
V3(t) = v13(t) + j v23(t)
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Figure 3.3: Magnitude response of the modified internal model for 1st harmonic
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Figure 3.4: Magnitude response of the modified internal model for 3rd harmonic
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Figure 3.5: Magnitude response of the modified internal model for 5th harmonic
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Figure 3.6: Magnitude response of the notch filter bank for 1st harmonic
where iik and vik are the ith outputs of MIM for kth harmonic of current and voltage signal re-
spectively.
The instantaneous magnitude and phase angle for each harmonic signal can be computed from
analytic signals in equation 3.17 by using equations 2.16 and 2.17 as
|I1| =
√
i211(t) + i221(t)
|I3| =
√
i213(t) + i223(t)
|I5| =
√
i215(t) + i225(t) (3.18)
|V1| =
√
v211(t) + v221(t)
|V3| =
√
v213(t) + v223(t)
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Figure 3.7: Block diagram of proposed method for the extraction of current and voltage har-
monics
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and
∠I1 = arctan
[ i21
i11
]
− ωt
∠I3 = arctan
[ i23
i13
]
− 3ωt
∠I5 = arctan
[ i25
i15
]
− 5ωt (3.19)
∠V1 = arctan
[
v21
v11
]
− ωt
∠V3 = arctan
[
v23
v13
]
− 3ωt
where |Ii| and |Vi| are the instantaneous magnitudes, and ∠Ii and ∠Vi are instantaneous phase
angle of the ith harmonic of current and voltage signals respectively. Writing in phasor nota-
tions, the |Ii|∠Ii and |Vi|∠Vi are instantaneous phasor measurements of ith harmonic of current
and voltage signal at each time instant.
Mapping of Phase Angles The phase angles of the current and voltage harmonics defined in
equation 3.19, are mapped in the closed interval [-π π] which means that the function arctan
is a four-quadrant inverse tangent. The signs of real and imaginary part of each analytic signal
in equation 3.17 are determined to select an appropriate quadrant.
3.3 Solving the Linear System Y = ΦΘ
At each time instant, the vector Y and matrix Φ in equation 3.13 are updated using the
instantaneous phasor measurements of the voltage and current harmonics respectively. The
vectorΘ is a vector of unknown process variables such as slowly varying resistance Rd, induced
noise constant K and magnitudes of sine component Rts and cosine component Rtc of sinusoidal
resistance Rt. This implies that by solving the system in equation 3.13 for unknown vector Θ
at each time step, we can have instantaneous measurements of variables Rd, K and Rt.
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3.3.1 Matrix Inversion Approach
If the matrix Φ is invertible at each time instant, then the solution of the system in equation
3.13 is simply given by matrix inversion as
Θ = Φ−1Y (3.20)
where the solution Θ = [Rd K Rts Rtc]T provides the value of process variables at each time
instant.
In this approach, the solution is computed at each time instant but the current solution is inde-
pendent and does not use the information of solutions obtained at previous time instant. The
variables K and Rt have constant value whereas the Rd is a time varying variable. The estimate
of variables K and Rt by using equation 3.20, suﬀer badly from the noise because the current
estimate is not encountering the time variations in the past solutions. This method can work
better when the Rd is constant or slowly varying with time.
One way to resolve this issue is to use least squares approach [57]. At each time instant k we
augment all of the previous measurements as
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Y1
Y2
...
Yk
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Φ1
Φ2
...
Φk
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Θk (3.21)
If we define the augmented system in equation 3.21 at time instant k as
Y = ΦΘk (3.22)
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where Y is a 4kx1 vector, Φ is 4kx4 matrix and Θk is 4x1 vector, then the least square solution
to equation 3.21 at time instant k is given by
Θk = (ΦTΦ)−1ΦT Y (3.23)
The least squares technique provides better estimates of process variables but the dimension
of the augment system keeps growing with time and eventually fails due to computational
restrictions. A better way is to apply least squares is in a recursive manner, which is known as
recursive least squares (RLS) [57].
3.3.2 Recursive Least Squares (RLS) Approach
In RLS method, the previous solution is utilized to compute the current solution in a recur-
sive way. The recursive solution to the equation 3.13 at time instant k using the RLS algorithm
is
Pk = Pk−1 − Pk−1ΦTk (I + ΦkPk−1ΦTk )−1ΦkPk−1 (3.24)
Θk = Θk−1 + PkΦTk (Yk − ΦkΘk−1) (3.25)
where Pk is 4x4 error covariance matrix initialized with small constant value and I is 4x4
identity matrix.
In exponentially weighted RLS algorithm, the past values of solution are forgotten with the
passage of time by a weighted factor λ [58]. The solution in equation 3.24 and equation 3.25
can be modified for exponentially weighted RLS as
Pk = λ−1Pk−1 − λ−1Pk−1ΦTk (λI + ΦkPk−1ΦTk )−1ΦkPk−1 (3.26)
The weighted factor λ applies uniform forgetting over the whole parameter space. When ap-
plied to systems where only some parameters vary with time, it can slow down the estimation
of rapidly changing parameters and intensify the unwanted transients in the estimates of the
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unchanging parameters [59]. This problem can be resolved by using multiple weighting fac-
tors, diﬀerent for each parameter [59].
For our system, we define a diagonal matrix Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4), where λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4
are the forgetting factors for unknown process variables. The error covariance matrix P is mul-
tiplied by the diagonal matrix Λ instead of λ. The update equation for error covariance matrix
P is given by
Pk = Λ−1Pk−1 − Pk−1ΦTk (λI + ΦkPk−1ΦTk )−1ΦkPk−1Λ−1 (3.27)
3.4 Simulations
In this section, we present simulation results of our proposed system for the resistance
estimation and tip voltage measurement. First the algorithm is tested assuming the constant
value of Rd. The estimates of process variables using the matrix inversion and weighted RLS
approach are presented. Next we simulate our algorithm for actual time varying Rd in the pres-
ence of measurement noise in measured current and voltage signal. The performance of the
algorithm in case of expulsion and in presence of sinusoidal resistance of frequency 240 Hz is
demonstrated in the last.
Time Shift of Simulated Data The signal processing block has a time delay of about 9
msec between input and output signals. The time delay is computed by measuring the time
corresponding to the peak amplitude of the impulse response of the signal processing block. In
order to compare true and estimated curve of the slowly varying resistance Rd, plots are shifted
by 9 msec.
A Simulink model of welding circuit in figure 1.15, is created along with SCR to generate
measured current and tip voltage signals and shown in figure 3.8. In our simulations, the supply
current is controlled by the SCR to maintain 80% of duty cycle. The circuit parameters are set
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with values for inductance L = 0.5675x10−6 H, cable resistance Rc = 161.5x10−6 Ω, magnitude
of sinusoidal resistance Rt = 3x10−6 Ω and induced voltage constant K = 4.63x10−7. The
resistance Rd is assumed to be a constant and time varying variable for two diﬀerent sets of
simulations. The waveforms of current and measured tip voltage signals are plotted in figure
3.9. The fundamental frequency ω of both signals is 377 rad/s or equivalently 60 Hz.
The closed loop poles of internal models for 1st, 3rd and 5th harmonics are placed at −ω ± jω,
−ω±3 jω and −ω±5 jω respectively. The real parts of closed loop poles are arbitrarily selected
Figure 3.8: Matlab’s Simulink model of weld circuit to generate measured current and tip
voltage signals
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such that an acceptable speed of convergence and over shoots are achieved for the estimates of
process variables.
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Figure 3.9: Waveforms of measured current and voltage signals generated from Simulink
model of weld circuit
3.4.1 Process Variables Estimation with Constant Rd
Initially, we assume the resistance Rd to be a constant variable of value 5.7952x10−5 Ω. The
measured current and tip voltage signals are generated from the circuit model and the estimates
for variables Rd, Rt and K are obtained using both matrix inversion and weighted RLS approach
discussed in section 3.3.1 and section 3.3.2. The value for forgetting factor λ is set to 0.97 and
RLS algorithm is turned on after the initial transients in the instantaneous phasors of current
and voltage harmonics are died out.
The estimates using the matrix inversion method are much noisy as shown in figure 3.10, figure
3.11 and figure 3.12, while the weighted RLS approach produces smoother and noise free
estimates which are presented in figure 3.13, figure 3.14 and figure 3.15. The error between
the actual and estimated values of variables Rt and K is quantified in table 3.1.
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Figure 3.10: Estimate of slowly varying resistance Rd = 5.7952x10−5 Ω using the matrix
inversion
Variable Actual Value Estimated Value Error %
Rt 3x10−6 2.97x10−6 1
K 4.63x10−7 4.629x10−7 2x10−4
Table 3.1: Error percentage between the true and estimated values of variables for constant Rd
and without noise
3.4.2 Process Variables Estimation with Time Varying Rd
In this section, the measured current and tip voltage signals are generated by using the weld
circuit model with slowly varying resistance Rd. The curve of time varying resistance Rd is
plotted in figure 3.16. The dynamic resistance Rw which is the sum of slowly varying resistance
component Rd and sinusoidal resistance Rt of frequency 120 Hz is plotted in figure 3.17. The
measured current and tip voltage signals are corrupted by 1% zero mean random measurement
noise as shown in figure 3.18. The weigthing factors are set as λ1 = 0.93, λ2 = 0.99, λ3 = 0.99
and λ4 = 0.99.
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Figure 3.11: Estimate of amplitude of sinusoidal resistance Rt = 3x10−6 Ω using the matrix
inversion
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Figure 3.12: Estimate of induces voltage constant K = 4.63x10−7 using the matrix inversion
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Figure 3.13: Estimate of slowly varying resistance Rd = 5.7952x10−5 Ω using the weighted
RLS
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Figure 3.14: Estimate of amplitude of sinusoidal resistance Rt = 3x10−6 Ω using the weighted
RLS
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Figure 3.15: Estimate of induced noise constant K = 4.63x10−7 using the weighted RLS
The estimates of process variables using the matrix inversion and weighted RLS are presented
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Figure 3.16: Time variations of resistance Rd during the weld cycle
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Figure 3.17: Time variations of dynamic resistance Rw during the weld cycle
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Figure 3.18: Waveforms of current and measured voltage signals with 1% random measure-
ment noise
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and compared in figure 3.19, figure 3.20 and figure 3.21. The measured dynamic resistance Rw
is shown in figure 3.22. The weighted RLS method clearly demonstrates smooth and noise free
estimates of process variables Rd, Rt and K. The error between the actual and estimated values
of variables Rt and K is quantified in table 3.2. The estimate of induced noise constant K in
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Figure 3.19: Estimate of slowly varying resistance Rd using the matrix inversion and weighted
RLS
figure 3.21 can be used to estimate tip voltage Vtip by using equation 3.4 as
Vtip = Vm − K ˙I (3.28)
The estimate of Vtip computed using the equation 3.28 is shown in figure. Figure 3.24 illustrates
the error between the actual and estimated tip voltage.
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Figure 3.20: Estimate of amplitude of sinusoidal resistance Rt = 3x10−6 Ω using the matrix
inversion and weighted RLS
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Figure 3.21: Estimate of induces voltage constant K = 4.63x10−7 using the matrix inversion
and weighted RLS
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Figure 3.22: Measured dynamic resistance Rw using weighted RLS
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of actual and estimated tip voltage Vtip using the weighted RLS
estimate of K
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Figure 3.24: Error between the actual and estimated tip voltage Vtip with 1% measurement
noise
Variable Actual Value Estimated Value Error %
Rt 3x10−6 2.93x10−6 2.4
K 4.63x10−7 4.629x10−7 0.022
Table 3.2: Error percentage between the true and estimated values of variables for the time
varying Rd and with noise
3.4.3 Process Variables Estimation with time varying Rd and in the pres-
ence of 2nd harmonic of sinusoidal resistance
The sinusoidal resistance of magnitude Rt has frequency 120 Hz. During the RSW process,
the 2nd harmonic of the sinusoidal resistance may also generated. For the simulation purpose,
we assume that the magnitude of 2nd harmonic is 10% of the sinusoidal resistance magnitude
Rt. The measured current and tip voltage signals are corrupted by 1% random measurement
noise. The estimates produced by our algorithm under this situation are presented in figure
3.25, figure 3.26 and figure 3.27. The measured dynamic resistance Rw is plotted in figure
3.28. The error between the actual and estimated values of variables Rt and K is quantified in
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table 3.3.
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Figure 3.25: Estimate of slowly varying resistance Rd in the presence of 240 Hz sinusoidal
resistance component
Variable Actual Value Estimated Value Error %
Rt 3x10−6 3.34x10−6 11.3
K 4.63x10−7 4.62x10−7 0.65
Table 3.3: Error percentage between the true and estimated values of variables for the time
varying Rd in the presence of 240 Hz sinusoidal resistance and with noise
3.4.4 Process Variables Estimation with time varying Rd during the Ex-
pulsion
During the weld process, the heating causes the metal to expand and generally, the melted
metal explode outwards from the workpiece with a force. This phenomenon is named as ex-
pulsion. There is a step change in the slowly varying resistance component Rd when expulsion
is occurred.
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Figure 3.26: Estimate of amplitude of sinusoidal resistance Rt = 3x10−6 Ω in the presence of
240 Hz sinusoidal resistance component
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Figure 3.27: Estimate of induces voltage constant K = 4.63x10−7 in the presence of 240 Hz
sinusoidal resistance component
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Figure 3.28: Measured dynamic resistance Rw in the presence of 240 Hz sinusoidal resistance
component and using weighted RLS
The estimates of process variables Rd, Rt and K during the expulsion are presented in figure
3.29, figure 3.30 and figure 3.31 respectively. The measured dynamic resistance Rw is shown in
figure 3.32. The estimated tip voltage during the expulsion is computed from equation 3.28 and
shown in figure 3.33. The error between the actual and estimated values of variables Rt and K
is quantified in table 3.4. From results we observe that the estimated tip voltage measurement
closely follows the actual signal with some noise which is inherent in measured voltage Vm.
Variable Actual Value Estimated Value Error %
Rt 3x10−6 2.90x10−6 3.3
K 4.63x10−7 4.627x10−7 0.065
Table 3.4: Error percentage between the true and estimated values of variables for the time
varying Rd during the expulsion and with noise
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Figure 3.29: Estimate of slowly varying resistance Rd during the expulsion
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Figure 3.30: Estimate of amplitude of sinusoidal resistance Rt = 3x10−6 Ω during the expulsion
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Figure 3.31: Estimate of induces voltage constant K = 4.63x10−7 during the expulsion
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Figure 3.32: Measured dynamic resistance Rw during the expulsion and using weighted RLS
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Figure 3.33: Comparison of actual and estimated tip voltage Vtip during the expulsion
Chapter 4
Applications of Instantaneous Phasor
Measurement Algorithm
In Chapter 2, the instantaneous phasor measurement algorithm was proposed for the narrow
band signals. The applicability of this algorithm can be extended to analyze fault signals in
electric power systems. In this chapter, we discuss faults in power systems due to the harmonic
distortion and decaying DC oﬀset. The performance of the proposed method in the presence
of these faults is presented and results are compared with few existing methods.
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we have assumed that the frequencies of all sinusoidal signals
are known in advance. It is quite possible that the frequency of sinusoid may change over the
period of time as in power systems where an appearance of power disturbance, can deviate
the frequency from its nominal value. Therefore, in this chapter, we incorporate frequency
adaptation law proposed by Brown and Zhang in [3, 60] for the frequency measurement of a
sinuoid of unknown frequency, which is given by
ω˙ = −Ke ex1
x21 + x
2
2
(4.1)
where Ke is a small constant gain, and x1 and x2 are the outputs of internal model.
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4.1 Power System’s Harmonics
In power systems, the objective of electric utility is to deliver sinusoidal voltage at fairly
constant magnitude throughout the system. This goal is hard to achieve when the voltage or
current signals suﬀer from harmonic distortion [61].
Harmonics are caused by the non-linear load which draw non-sinusoidal current from a sinu-
soidal voltage source. Few examples of harmonic producing loads are inverters, rectifiers, AC
or DC motor drives and electric arc furnaces [61].
A symmetrical wave form has an identical positive and negative portions during a cycle. A
symmetrical voltage or current signals usually produce odd harmonics, whereas asymmetrical
waveforms result in even harmonics. Harmonics are problem either due the magnitude of the
harmonics produced or power system’s resonance. Harmonics of high magnitude can cause
heating in transformer, capacitor, motor or generator, malfunctioning of electronic equipment,
mis-operation of protective relays and interference with telephone circuits. The likelihood of
such ill conditions is increased in the presence of resonance, which occurs if the harmonic
frequency produced by a non-linear load coincides with a power system natural frequency
[62, 63].
The distorted voltage or current signal can be represented by as the sum of fundamental fre-
quency component and related harmonics, such as
s(t) =
∑
i=1,2,3,···
Aicos(ωit + φi) (4.2)
where Ai, ωi and φi are the magnitude, frequency and initial phase of the ith harmonic respec-
tively.
In power system protection, the instantaneous magnitude of each harmonic component is re-
quired to be monitored for the tripping of protective relays under the circumstances when the
instantaneous magnitude of concerned harmonic signal crosses certain threshold value [62].
The performance and eﬀectiveness of the instantaneous phasor measurement algorithm pro-
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posed in Chapter 2, is evaluated when a power disturbance occurs due to the harmonics distor-
tion.
The power disturbance waveform, consisting of 1.0 Hz frequency deviation plus 50% second
and 20% third harmonics between 0.2 sec and 0.61 sec is constructed to compare our algorithm
with Fourier algorithm (FA), continuous wavelet transform (CWT) and complex filter/recursive
algorithm [64]. The simulated power disturbance signal s1(t) can be expressed as [64]
s1(t) = 10.0sin(2π f t) + 5.0sin(4π f t) + 2.0sin(6π f t) + 	(t) (4.3)
where f is 49.0 Hz, thus there is a 1.0 Hz frequency deviation from the 50.0 Hz nominal fre-
quency. and 	(t) is 0.5% zero mean random noise.
The distorted signal s1(t) is plotted in figure 4.1. The instantaneous magnitudes of harmonics
and measured frequency of fundamental component, using the instantaneous phasor measure-
ment algorithm, are presented in the figure 4.2, figure 4.3, figure 4.4 and figure 4.5 respectively.
The instantaneous magnitudes of harmonics and measured frequency using FA, CWT and com-
plex filter/recursive algorithm [64] are compared and shown in figure 4.6, figure 4.7, figure 4.8
and figure 4.9 respectively.
From figures 4.2, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.9, it can be seen that the performance of instantaneous
phasor measurement method is comparable to the CWT and recursive algorithm [64] for the
computation of fundamental phasor. The amplitudes frequencies obtained match well with the
true values except for transients at the occurrence and end of harmonic distortion. The instan-
taneous phasor measurement algorithm is faster than the CWT and recursive algorithm [64]
at the cost of high overshoots during the transients. In contrast, the measurements obtained
from FA oscillates irregularly around around the true values owing to the eﬀects of both the
frequency deviation and severe harmonic interference.
From figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.7 and 4.8, it can be concluded that the instantaneous magnitudes of
second and third harmonics are measured accurately using instantaneous phasor measurement
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Figure 4.1: Power disturbance fault due to the presence of harmonics
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Figure 4.2: Instantaneous magnitude of 1st harmonic using instantaneous phasor measurements
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Figure 4.3: Instantaneous magnitude of 2nd harmonic using instantaneous phasor measure-
ments
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Figure 4.4: Instantaneous magnitude of 3rd harmonic using instantaneous phasor measurements
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Figure 4.5: Instantaneous frequency of fundamental component using instantaneous phasor
measurements
Figure 4.6: Instantaneous magnitude of 1st harmonic using FA, CWT and recursive algorithm
[64], ”used with permission”
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Figure 4.7: Instantaneous magnitude of 2nd harmonic using FA, CWT and recursive algorithm
[64], ”used with permission”
algorithm and recursive method [64]. The instantaneous phasor measurement method is faster
than the recursive algorithm at the cost of high overshoots during the transients. The oscilla-
tions in CWT is worse than the FA because the CWT cannot suppress the interference from the
fundamental component and adjacent harmonics [64].
4.2 Exponentially Decaying DC Oﬀset
In power system, high voltage transmission lines and distribution lines connect generating
plants to end users. During the faults on the transmission lines, the voltage and current signals
available to protective relays are aﬀected by the harmonics of fundamental frequency signals
and decaying DC component [65, 66].
The majority of algorithms for fault location requires the precise information of phasor of
fundamental frequency signal. To obtain fundamental phasor in the presence of fault signal is
an active research area in power systems [67, 68, 69, 70].
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Figure 4.8: Instantaneous magnitude of 3rd harmonic using FA, CWT and recursive algorithm
[64], ”used with permission”
The fault signal s(t) can be represented as
s(t) = A0e−αt + A1sin(ωt + φ1) +
∑
i=2,3,4,···
Aisin(iωt + φi) (4.4)
where A0 and α are initial magnitude and decaying constant of the decaying DC component,
A1, ω and φ1 are the magnitude, angular frequency and initial phase of the fundamental fre-
quency signal and Ai and φi are magnitude and initial phase of ith harmonic signal.
The instantaneous phasor measurement algorithm presented in Chapter 2, can successfully esti-
mates instantaneous magnitude and phase in the presence of harmonics. To cancel the decaying
DC component in the fault signal, we add an additional internal model to our proposed system.
The transfer function to cancel a decaying signal e−αt is given by
G(s) = k
s + α
(4.5)
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Figure 4.9: Instantaneous frequency of fundamental component using FA, CWT and recursive
algorithm [64], ”used with permission”
where the k is the gain to place closed loop pole at the desired location. The equivalent state
space model of the transfer function in equation 4.5 is
x˙ = −αx + ke (4.6)
y = x (4.7)
To constantly update decaying constant α, an integral controller is defined as
α˙ =
e
|x| (4.8)
We define IMf as the internal model, presented in Chapter 2, for the extraction of fundamental
frequency component, IMd as the internal model defined in equation 4.6 for the decaying DC
component and NFB as the notch filter bank to cancel harmonics. The block diagram of the
modified system to obtain instantaneous phasor measurements of fundamental frequency signal
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in the presence of fault signal s(t) is given in figure 4.10.
The simulated fault signal is generated as in [71]
s2(t) = 20e−10t + 10sin(2π f t) + 3.0sin(6π f t) + sin(10π f t) + sin(2π fht) + 	(t) (4.9)
where f is 50 Hz, fh is 275.5 Hz and 	(t) is 0.5% zero mean random noise. In this case, our
primary objective is to cancel decaying DC signal, therefore, we assume that harmonic signals
are pre-filtered by the notch filter bank.
The fault signal s2(t) is plotted in figure 4.11. The presence of decaying DC signal makes the
fundamental signal asymmetric with respect to zero axis.
The instantaneous magnitude of the fundamental frequency signal without compensating de-
caying DC component are shown in figure 4.12. We observe that in the presence of decaying
DC component, the instantaneous magnitude oscillates about its true values.
The instantaneous magnitude and frequency of fundamental signal when using an internal
model for decaying DC signal, are plotted in figure 4.13 and figure 4.14. The estimated decay-
ing DC signal is plotted in figure 4.15.
The instantaneous amplitude and frequency of fundamental frequency signal obtained using
Fourier algorithm, Morlet wavelet-based CWT [72] and recursive algorithm [71], are shown
and compared in figure 4.16 and figure 4.17. In this case, the performance of CWT approach
[72] is almost equivalent to the recursive algorithm [71]. In contrast, the Fourier algorithm is
significantly aﬀected by the power disturbances and it cannot converge to the true values.
By comparing figure 4.13, figure 4.14, figure 4.16 and figure 4.17, we conclude that the instan-
taneous phasor measurement algorithm provides results comparable to methods presented in
[71, 72].
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Figure 4.10: Block diagram of the system to obtain instantaneous phasor of fundamental fre-
quency signal in the presence of fault signal
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Figure 4.11: Power disturbance fault due to the presence of decaying DC oﬀset, harmonics and
inter-harmonic component
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Figure 4.12: Instantaneous magnitude of fundamental frequency signal without compensation
of decaying DC component
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Figure 4.13: Instantaneous magnitude of fundamental frequency signal with compensation of
decaying DC component
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Figure 4.14: Instantaneous frequency of fundamental frequency signal with compensation of
decaying DC component
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Figure 4.15: Decaying DC component: actual versus estimated
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Figure 4.16: Instantaneous magnitude of fundamental frequency signal using FA, CWT and
recursive algorithm [71], ”used with permission”
Figure 4.17: Instantaneous frequency of fundamental frequency signal using FA, CWT and
recursive algorithm [71], ”used with permission”
Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Summary
In this thesis a new algorithm for the instantaneous phasor measurement is presented for
the narrow band signals. The proposed algorithm is based on the IMP control which is an im-
portant approach to solve classical problems in the area of control systems, such as disturbance
cancellation, frequency estimation and signal identification. This idea is extended to signal
processing by replacing the plant by a tuning function, as in phase locked loops. A modified
form of IM is derived to place closed loop poles of IM at the desired locations with imaginary
part at the frequency of extracted signal.
For the case of sum of sinusoids, a method is proposed in which multiple IMs are connected
in parallel in open loop configuration, where each internal model is preceded by its respective
notch filter bank to cancel unwanted harmonics. By having one signal processing block for
each frequency, the designed numerical stability issues are eliminated at the expense of a linear
increase in computation burden.
The two outputs of each IM have property of being sinusoidal and orthogonal. The notch filter
bank is a set of band pass filters with non-unity gain and phase shift. Therefore, magnitude and
phase shift correction is applied to each output of an IM, then the instantaneous measurements
of two outputs of an IM is utilized to define complex signal at each time instant. The instanta-
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neous magnitude and phase of the signal is obtained by computing absolute value and inverse
tangent of instantaneous measurements of the complex signal.
The simulations results in Matlab/Simulunk environment show that this algorithm successfully
provides the instantaneous magnitude and instantaneous phase for the cases of single sinusoid
with constant amplitude and phase, single sinusoid with slowly varying amplitude and phase
and an amplitude modulated signal. The algorithm also has demonstrated it’s functionality in
case of sum of multiple sinusoids.
The instantaneous phasor measurement algorithm is applied to solve resistance estimation
problem in the RSW process. A set of simultaneous linear equations is derived by using
dynamic analysis of weld circuit and instantaneous phasor measurements of the current and
measured tip voltage harmonics. The current and measured tip voltage signals contain odd
harmonics of fundamental frequency signal and the information of instantaneous phasor mea-
surements of current and voltage harmonics are obtained by our proposed method to update
linear system at each time instant. The system is solved for the unknown dynamic resistance
and induced voltage constant by employing weighted RLS filter.
The Matlab/Simulink simulations show that the proposed resistance measurement algorithm
yields quite accurate estimates for dynamic resistance which is the sum of slowly varying re-
sistance Rd and sinusoidal resistance of magnitude Rt, and the induced voltage constant K.
Also, an acceptable performance of this algorithm is established in the presence of 240 Hz
sinusoidal resistance and during the occurrence of expulsion phenomenon.
In [42], the resistance measurement method was based on a naive assumption that the resis-
tance information is concealed in individual current and voltage harmonics. By driving a set of
simultaneous linear equations, we have proved that resistance information is coupled between
the current and voltage harmonics and the assumption made by Malhotra in [42] was false.
The applicability of instantaneous phasor measurement algorithm is analyzed in the presence of
power disturbances in the electric power system. The disturbance or fault signals due to the har-
monic distortions and decaying DC oﬀset are considered in this thesis. The Matlab/Simulink
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results demonstrate the better performance of the proposed algorithm over the Fourier algo-
rithm, continuous WT approach and recursive algorithm based on novel complex filter [71].
5.2 Future Work
In our work, the transient response of the weld circuit due to the initial conditions are
assumed to be zero. The transient response due to initial conditions exponentially decays to
zero with time. The current I and measured tip voltage Vm will be modeled as
I = I0e−
R
L t +
∑
i=odd
Iis sin(iωt) + Iiccos(iωt) (5.1)
Vm = V0e−
R
L t +
∑
i=odd
Vissin(iωt) + Viccos(iωt) (5.2)
where I0 and V0 are the initial values for decaying exponent. The decaying transient e−
R
L t can
severely aﬀects the instantaneous phasor measurements of current and voltage harmonics, and
consequently resistance measurements. To cancel the decaying transient response in measured
current and voltage signal, we can add an additional internal model to our proposed system.
The transfer function to cancel a decaying signal e−αt is given by
G(s) = k
s + α
(5.3)
where the k is the gain to place closed loop pole at the desired location. The equivalent state
space model of the transfer function in equation 5.3 is
x˙ = −αx + ke (5.4)
y = x (5.5)
To constantly update decaying constant α, an integral controller is defined as
α˙ =
e
|x| (5.6)
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This approach has been applied in Chapter 4 to cancel decaying DC oﬀset during the fault in
transmission line.
In our Matlab/Simulink simulations, a separate notch filter with notch at certain frequency is
used for diﬀerent filter banks. This is not a good approach because this configuration adds on
unnecessary computational burden. We suggest to design configuration in which a notch filter
of certain frequency is to be used by all filter banks.
Malhotra in [42] proposed the resistance estimation algorithm which employs a single tuning
function and eight internal models in the feedback. In Chapter 3, it is shown that we require
three internal models for measured current and two internal models for measured tip voltage.
Therefore, an eﬃcient and much stable algorithm can be designed using these five internal
models in feedback with a tuning function.
There is a need for more thought on choosing closed loop pole locations to get earlier resis-
tance measurements. One idea to choose closed loop poles is to minimize a cost function
having terms for response time and error’s rms value.
It will be worthy to further explore the applications of instantaneous phasor measurement al-
gorithm in the power system area such as distance protection, fault location and recognition
of arcing faults. The measurement of damping coeﬃcients and natural frequencies using this
algorithm for diﬀerent vibration modes, is another potential area to probe.
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